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Outcome of HELCOM 40‐2019

OUTCOME OF THE 40TH MEETING
OF BALTIC MARINE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION COMMISSION
(HELCOM)
Introduction
0.1

The 40th Meeting of the Helsinki Commission was held in Helsinki, Finland, on 6‐7 March 2019.

0.2
The Meeting was attended by all Contracting Parties, by Chairs and Vice‐Chairs of HELCOM
Groups, and the following observer organizations: Baltic Farmers’ Forum on Environment (BFFE), Baltic Sea
Parliamentary Conference (BSPC), Baltic Sea States Subregional Co‐operation (BSSSC) and Conference of
Peripheral and Maritime Regions – Baltic Sea Commission (CPMR BSC), BONUS Baltic Organisations' Network
for Funding Science EEIG, Coalition Clean Baltic (CCB), European Boating Association (EBA), Federation of
European Aquaculture Producers (FEAP) and World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) as well as invited guests
from the BONUS research projects and the EU HORIZON 2020 programme ResponSEAble project. The List of
Participants is contained in Annex 1.
0.3

The Meeting was chaired by the Chair of the Helsinki Commission, Ms. Saara Bäck, Finland.

0.4

The Meeting was opened on Wednesday 6 March 2019, at 10:00.

Agenda Item 1

Adoption of the Agenda

Documents: 1‐1, 1‐2, 1‐3
1.1

The Meeting adopted the Agenda as contained in document 1‐1.

1.2
The Meeting took note of an addendum to the Annotations to the Provisional Agenda for
HELCOM 40‐2019, and specifically Agenda Item 2 “Update of the Baltic Sea Action Plan” and the thematic
session regarding the latest scientific knowledge of relevance for the update of the BSAP (document 1‐3).

Agenda Item 2

Update of the Baltic Sea Action Plan

Documents: 2‐1, 2‐2, 2‐3, 2‐4, 2‐5, 2‐6, 2‐7, 2‐8
2.1
The Meeting took note of the status of work on the implementation of the analyses of sufficiency
of measures (SOM), including the kick‐off meeting of the SOM Platform held on 28 February – 1 March 2019
(document 2‐7).
2.2
The Meeting took note that Mr. Urmas Lips, Estonia, was elected as Chair and Ms. Soile Oinonen,
Finland, as Vice‐Chair of the SOM Platform and congratulated Mr. Lips and Ms. Oinonen for their election.
2.3
The Meeting recalled that the SOM Platform will contribute to the analyses of sufficiency of
measures to support the BSAP update for the topics hazardous substances, marine litter, underwater noise,
non‐indigenous species, and biodiversity. Other topics relevant for HELCOM will be covered by the ACTION
project, which is co‐financed by the EU. The Meeting noted that the analyses of sufficiency of measures under
HELCOM SOM Platform and ACTION project will be coordinated and make use of the same methodological
framework for the analyses.
2.4
The Meeting took note that the approach for analysing sufficiency of measures was discussed in
depth at the kick‐off meeting of the SOM Platform and that it will be updated by the Secretariat and ACTION
project (work package 6) by 31 March 2019. The updated approach will be circulated for comments to the
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SOM Platform before submission for endorsement at GEAR 20‐2019. The technical work packages of the
ACTION project will be presented for discussion at relevant HELCOM Working Groups in spring 2019.
2.5
The Meeting encouraged the Contracting Parties to make offers to lead the work on specific
topics by 27 March 2019 (susanna.kaasinen@helcom.fi). Questions related to the role of lead countries and
the possibility to take on the lead on a more limited scope, as mentioned in document 2‐7, can be directed
to the Secretariat (ullali.zweifel@helcom.fi).
2.6
The Meeting took note of the view by Russia that the SOM Platform deals with complex issues
and that it might be challenging to commit experts on all the topics addressed by the platform and of the
study reservation on the outcome of the kick‐off meeting of the SOM Platform. The Meeting took note of the
clarification that the outcome will be circulated to the Contracting Parties soon.
2.7
The Meeting noted that the work under the SOM Platform is a joint effort in HELCOM. Through
the planned engagement of HELCOM expert groups, networks, all Contracting Parties have a possibility to
take part and contribute to the work. The data and information used in the analyses will furthermore be
validated by HELCOM Working Groups.
2.8
The Meeting took note that Heads of Delegation will be kept informed of the offers on lead and
co‐lead countries, which expert groups that will be involved in the work, and progress overall and specifically
for different topics of the SOM Platform and the ACTION project. Based on this approach the Meeting agreed
to proceed with the plans of work for the SOM Platform including making plans for the next meeting.
2.9
The Meeting welcomed that Sweden is looking into the possibility to co‐lead the work on
hazardous substances. The Meeting took note that the Finnish Environment Institute is leading the work on
analysis of sufficiency of measures in the ACTION project (work package 6) and will also implement the
analysis for topics covered by the SOM Platform as long as data is provided.
2.10
meetings.

The Meeting noted that the target year of the updated BSAP will be considered by HOD at future

2.11
The Meeting recalled that a task for the SOM Platform is to prepare synopses to support
identification of potential new HELCOM actions to be included in the updated BSAP. The Meeting took note
that the SOM Platform has prepared a format for the synopses. The Meeting agreed that synopses on
potential new HELCOM actions can be submitted by the Contracting Parties, HELCOM subsidiary bodies,
international projects and HELCOM Observers.
2.12
The Meeting took note of the progress in the work by the Secretariat to make use of an activity‐
pressure matrix for the purposes of the BSAP update, in line with the HOD 55‐2018 request (document 2‐4).
2.13
The Meeting took note that the further mapping will be aligned with and contribute to the
analyses of sufficiency of measures. The information will also be included in the updated database for
HELCOM agreements (HELCOM Explorer).
2.14
The Meeting welcomed the work done so far and noted that comments to the document can be
submitted to the Secretariat (ullali.zweifel@helcom.fi).
2.15
The Meeting took note of the comment by Denmark that reference to specific parts in the
HELCOM Ministerial Declarations should always be provided in full in HELCOM documents.
2.16
The Meeting recalled that the current BSAP includes a segment on financing and that this issue
also needs to be considered in the BSAP update process. The Meeting noted that such consideration could
possibly build on offers from countries to look into certain aspects. The Meeting invited the Contracting
Parties to provide ideas and views on how to address this topic to the Secretariat prior to HOD 56‐2019.
2.17
The Meeting took note of the information on progress in reporting of HELCOM
Recommendations to support the update of BSAP (document 2‐5).
2.18
The Meeting recalled that as agreed by HOD 55‐2018 the Agri Group will not report on HELCOM
Recommendation 24/3 which is currently under revision in the group and also covered by the provisions of
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Annex III part II of the Helsinki Convention. The Meeting took note that the Agri Group will report on the
implementation of Annex III part II as part of the BSAP follow‐up.
2.19
The Meeting considered the draft progress reports on HELCOM voluntary commitments to the
UN Ocean Conference 2017 (document 2‐3) as well as comments submitted by Denmark (document 2‐8) and
agreed that they are submitted to UN via a dedicated website taking into account the comments by Denmark
(document 2‐8).
2.20
The Meeting discussed possible HELCOM voluntary commitments to the next UN Ocean
Conference in 2020. The Meeting agreed that the update of the BSAP will be a HELCOM commitment to
support implementation of SDGs. The Meeting suggested that another HELCOM commitment could include
cooperation and sharing experiences in carrying out holistic assessments and implementation of the Baltic
Sea Action Plan including the analysis of sufficiency of measures with other Regional Seas Conventions. The
Meeting also pointed out that HELCOM could make a commitment on contributing to the UNESCO Decade
of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development 2020‐2030.
Thematic session on the latest scientific knowledge of relevance for the update of the BSAP
2.21
The Meeting took note of the information on BONUS synthesis projects (document 2‐2), as
presented by Andris Andrusaitis, Acting Executive Director of BONUS.
2.22
The Meeting took note of the information on the BONUS Baltic Sea marine biodiversity –
addressing the potential of adaptation to climate change (BONUS BAMBI) project, presented by Professor
Linda Laikre (Stockholm University), considering concrete examples for a number of species regarding Baltic
populations survival and adaptation to changes in temperature and salinity predicted by climate models
(document 1‐3).
2.23
The Meeting took note of the information on the BONUS Wellbeing from the Baltic Sea –
applications combining natural science and economics (BONUS BALTICAPP) project, presented by
Coordinator Kari Petri Hyytiäinen (Helsinki University), considering downscaling of global socioeconomic
scenarios to a Baltic perspective and develop baseline projections of nutrient emissions to the Baltic Sea and
detailed long‐term projections of water quality, marine flora and fauna and core ecosystem services for
selected combinations of regionally downscaled scenarios.
2.24
The Meeting took note of the information on the BONUS Coherent policies and governance of
the Baltic Sea ecosystems (BONUS GO4BALTIC) project, presented by Coordinator Berit Hasler (Aarhus
University), considering the effects and costs of policy instruments to regulate greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and nutrient runoff from agriculture.
2.25
The Meeting took note of the information on the EU HORIZON 2020 programme ResponSEAble
project – protecting the ocean, our collective responsibility, our common interest (document 2‐6), presented
by Ms. Heidrun Fammler, Baltic Environmental Forum, BEF, considering ocean literacy, raising awareness and
building capacity e.g. about eutrophication. The Meeting took note of the offer of the project to contribute
to updating the Baltic Sea Action Plan.
2.26
The Meeting welcomed the information provided by the projects and thanked the presenters
and BONUS for their participation.
2.27
The Meeting reiterated the importance of regional science cooperation and emphasised the
need to fill currently identified gaps concerning the link between management, human activities and the
environment, and highlighted the relevance and value of the close cooperation between HELCOM and
BONUS.
2.28
The Meeting took note of the information on the Baltic and North Sea Coordination and Support
Action (BANOS CSA) (document 2‐1) as presented by Andris Andrusaitis, Acting Executive Director of BONUS.
BANOS CSA is a project to create a future research agenda for the Baltic Sea and North Sea in which HELCOM
is a strategic partner together with JPI Oceans, OSPAR and ICES.
2.29
The Meeting approved the proposal to develop a HELCOM science agenda, concomitantly with
the update of the BSAP. The agenda is to outline existing and foreseen HELCOM regional science needs. The
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development of the agenda will be the opportunity to provide regional input to the BANOS CSA process. The
Meeting further agreed that the science agenda will function as a good contribution to support processes
under the UNESCO Decade of Ocean Science.
2.30
The Meeting noted that the OSPAR science agenda is currently being finalized and that this
document could be used to inform the development of the respective HELCOM science agenda.

Agenda Item 3

Matters arising from the subsidiary bodies

Documents: 3‐1, 3‐2, 3‐3, 3‐3‐Rev.1, 3‐4, 3‐4‐Rev.1, 3‐5, 3‐6, 3‐7, 3‐8, 3‐9, 3‐10, 3‐11, 3‐12, 3‐12‐Rev.1,
3‐13, 3‐14, 3‐14‐Rev.1, 3‐14‐Rev.2, 3‐15, 3‐15‐Rev.1, 3‐16, 3‐17, 3‐18, 3‐19, 3‐20, 3‐20‐Add.1, 3‐20‐Rev.1,
3‐21, 3‐22
3.1
The Meeting considered the draft amended HELCOM Response Manual Volume 1 (document 3‐
5). Having agreed to some minor editorial amendments, the Meeting adopted the amended HELCOM
Response Manual Volume 1, as set out in Annex 2 to the outcome.
3.2
Recalling the approval by HOD 55‐2018 of a project proposal for revising the entire HELCOM
Response Manual (Volumes 1‐3) to make it more user friendly, the Meeting recalled the invitation for the
Contracting Parties to consider providing contributions for financing the project. The Meeting welcomed the
confirmation by Sweden regarding their contribution of 5000 euro towards financing the project.
3.3
The Meeting considered the draft revised HELCOM Recommendation 28E/13 on Introducing
Economic Incentives as a Complement to Existing Regulations to Reduce Emissions from Ships (document 3‐
1), as approved by HOD 55‐2018 for adoption.
3.4
The Meeting took note of editorial and substantial changes to the draft revised
Recommendation 28E/13, as proposed by Russia (document 3‐22). Following discussion, the Meeting was
not able to reach a decision and agreed to intersessionally consider the issue further through the Heads of
Delegation with engagement of Working Groups as needed. The Meeting consequently mandated HOD 56‐
2019 to consider and adopt the revised Recommendation. To facilitate consideration of the matter, Russia
will submit a document containing justification for their proposed changes, including an explanation on their
interpretation of the title of the draft Recommendation.
3.5
The Meeting considered and adopted the draft revised HELCOM Recommendation 33/1 on
Unified interpretation in relation to access to and use of HELCOM AIS data (document 3‐2) as contained in
Annex 3 to the Outcome. In this context, the Meeting noted a statement made by the EU, that the
Recommendation should be without prejudice to Regulation 2002/59 (EC).
3.6
The Meeting considered and adopted the draft HELCOM Recommendation on Conservation and
Protection of Marine and Coastal Biotopes, Habitats and Biotope Complexes Categorized as Threatened
According to the HELCOM Red Lists (document 3‐3‐Rev.1) as HELCOM Recommendation 40/1, superseding
the current HELCOM Recommendation 21/4, as contained in Annex 4 to the Outcome. On that occasion the
Chair thanked the lead country Germany, Co‐Chairs and Vice‐Co‐Chairs of the State and Conservation
Working Group as well as the Contracting Parties for their persistent work and continued commitment and
congratulated them on taking an important step towards safeguarding the Baltic Sea environment (Annex 5).
3.7
The Meeting considered the revised version of HELCOM Recommendation 24/10 on
Implementation of integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning in the Baltic Sea area
(document 3‐14) as well as comments submitted by the EU (document 3‐20) and Estonia (document 3‐21).
3.8
The Meeting took note of the EU statement that the influence of river inputs from all watersheds
draining into the Baltic Sea is of utmost importance for the environmental status of the basin. The processes
of integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning should facilitate the engagement and
coordination of all actors involved in order to prevent conflicts and negative impacts on the coastal and
marine environment.
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3.9
The Meeting was of the opinion that the results of the EBSA process provides important
information which can be used to establish maritime spatial plans.
3.10
The Meeting agreed that exact dates and deadlines should be an essential part of the practical
work to plan integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning and are to be considered in the
work of relevant HELCOM working groups.
3.11
The Meeting considered the revised document circulated to the Meeting containing
amendments to the draft Recommendation 24/10 based on the comments provided by the EU and Estonia
prior to the Meeting, editorial amendments provided by Russia in the Meeting, as well as amendments as
agreed in plenary (document 3‐14‐Rev.2).
3.12
The Meeting adopted the revised HELCOM Recommendation 24/10 as contained in Annex 6 to
the Outcome.
3.13
The Meeting considered the draft HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and recovery of Baltic
sturgeon (document 3‐4) and the comments by the EU (document 3‐20‐Rev.1).
3.14
The Meeting took note of the document circulated to the Meeting containing responses and
proposed amendments provided by the Project Expert Group to document 3‐4 in regard to the questions and
suggested changes provided by the EU in document 3‐20 (document 3‐20‐Add.1).
3.15
The Meeting agreed to incorporate the suggested changes (document 3‐4‐Rev.1) and adopted
the revised HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and recovery of Baltic sturgeon as contained in Annex 7
to the Outcome.
3.16
The Meeting considered the outcome of FISH 9‐2019 (document 3‐10) and endorsed the Terms
of Reference of the Expert Group on fisheries data for operationalizing indicators used for the purposes of
assessment of the marine environment (EG Fishdata).
3.17
In this context, the Meeting requested that the Roadmap on collection of fisheries data in order
to assess incidental bycatches and fisheries impact on benthic biotopes in the Baltic Sea be finalized by FISH
10‐2019.
3.18
The Meeting noted a comment by FEAP on their concerns in case regulations for aquaculture in
the Baltic Sea would become more stringent than under EU legislation.
3.19
The Meeting recalled the commitment by the 2018 HELCOM Ministerial Meeting to strengthen
the coordination and cooperation mechanisms with fisheries bodies. The Meeting further recalled that in
2018 the previous HELCOM Chair Ms. Marianne Wenning (European Commission, EC) had sent a letter to the
BALTFISH Presidency and the upcoming HELCOM Chair, suggesting a meeting between HELCOM and
BALTFISH regarding such closer cooperation.
3.20
The Meeting noted with appreciation that a senior level meeting between HELCOM and
BALTFISH was organized in Tallinn, Estonia on 29 January 2019 as further detailed in document 3‐13. This
meeting had recognized coherence between the overall goals of the organizations and had identified added
value in regional coordination and cooperation especially in matters where there may be overlapping efforts.
It was also noted that the way forward in strengthening the cooperation between HELCOM and BALTFISH
may involve the potential of regular bilateral meetings, improved sharing of information and reciprocal
invitations to various events.
3.21
The Meeting agreed that this welcome progress in the cooperation between the two bodies
involved with management of fisheries and marine environment, respectively, should also be reflected in the
annual activities report (c.f. document 4‐1).
3.22
The Meeting noted that the BALTFISH Chair Ms. Sara Colliander (Sweden) had expressed
appreciation for being invited to HELCOM 40‐2019, but unfortunately had to send her regrets due to other
obligations.
3.23
stock.

The Meeting took note of the comment by CCB on the critical state of the Eastern Baltic cod
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3.24
The Meeting considered and adopted the draft updated HELCOM “Guidelines for the annual and
periodical compilation and reporting of waterborne pollution inputs to the Baltic Sea (PLC‐Water)”
(document 3‐7) as contained in Annex 8 to the Outcome.
3.25
The Meeting also took note that the minor editorial comments on the current version of the
Guidelines had been recently provided in writing by Poland and requested the Secretariat to account them
before publication.
3.26
The Meeting considered and adopted the updated draft Terms of Reference for the HELCOM
Expert Network on dredging/depositing operations at sea (EN DREDS) for 2019‐2021 (document 3‐12‐Rev.1).
3.27
The Meeting took note of the relation of the subjects of the EN DREDS ToR with the other
maritime activities and the suggestion by Russia to link the work of the group with the other relevant HELCOM
working groups, e.g. Maritime Working Group.
3.28
The Meeting took note of the current state of the discussion on the principles to apply the
methodology to reallocate extra reductions of nutrient input (document 3‐19).
3.29
The Meeting welcomed the information on the progress achieved by Denmark and Germany
seeking for the consensus on formulation of the principle 8. The Meeting agreed to aim for the decision on
this principle to use extra reduction to be taken at HOD 56‐2019 at the latest to enable the use of the
methodology in the PLC‐7 assessment.
3.30
The Meeting invited Denmark and Germany to make a suggestion on the formulation of the
principle 8 for the discussion at PRESSURE 10‐2019 by the Contracting Parties with the understanding that
the final decision will be made at HOD 56‐2019.
3.31
The Meeting recalled the request of HOD 55‐2018 for the Contracting Parties to consider co‐
financing of the continuation of the ENIRED project on estimation of reductions of atmospheric nitrogen
deposition achievable by implementing the Gothenburg Protocol and the EU NEC Directive and decided to
postpone the final decision on the continuation of the project to the HOD 56‐2019 meeting.
3.32
The Meeting took note that the sooner the decision on the project is taken the more time would
remain to integrate the project results into the PLC‐7 assessment products. Thus, the Contracting Parties are
invited to consider a possibility to inform on co‐financing of the project at PRESSURE 10‐2019.
3.33
The Meeting considered and adopted the updated HELCOM Data and Information Strategy, to
replace the current HELCOM Data and Information Strategy (document 3‐8) as contained in Annex 9 to the
Outcome.
3.34
The Meeting considered and adopted the HELCOM‐VASAB Guidelines on transboundary MSP
output data structure in the Baltic Sea (document 3‐6) as contained in Annex 10 to the Outcome.
3.35
The Meeting took note of the statement by Poland that the document is crucial for cooperation
in the Baltic Sea region and implementation of the goal of the HELCOM MSP Roadmap to establish the spatial
plans coherent across the borders.
3.36
The Meeting took note and considered the information on coordinated reporting and hosting of
HELCOM continuous noise monitoring data (document 3‐9) and decided on the proposed hosting solution (in
ICES) for a HELCOM database on continuous underwater sound.
3.37
The Meeting took note of the position of Russia that the use of the data from the noise database
in HELCOM work is to be clarified and that still for today there is no comprehensive scientific research in
liaison to the direct influence of underwater noise on marine species.
3.38
The Meeting requested the Secretariat to regularly keep the HODs informed of the progress in
reporting of the underwater noise database on their monitoring and how the data are analyzed for use in
HELCOM.
3.39
The Meeting welcomed the information by Sweden that their offer to contribute to the funding
of the database is still valid and the information by Denmark that they are investigating the possibility to
make a financial contribution as well.
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3.40
The Meeting agreed on the annual allocation from the HELCOM budget for the database
maintenance as indicated in document 3‐9 as well as authorized the use of the HELCOM budget to bridge
any remaining gap for funding of the database establishment.
3.41
The Meeting invited the Contracting Parties to co‐fund the establishment of the soundscape
planning tool as indicated in document 3‐9.
3.42
The Meeting took note of the comment by Denmark that it would be appreciated if, in the future
when monitoring of underwater noise is established in both HELCOM and OSPAR, the data on underwater
noise from the respective RSC’s would be collated and maintained jointly or in a comparative manner.
3.43
The Meeting considered and endorsed the updated Roadmap on HELCOM activities on
ecosystem approach (document 3‐15).
3.44
The Meeting took note of the comment by Germany that, in general and for those Contracting
Parties who are also EU Member States, regional cooperation on the implementation of the ecosystem
approach should extend to also include work related to the Programs of Measures under the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive.
3.45
The Meeting took note of editorial comments to the document from Denmark, agreed to include
the comments and endorsed the revised updated Roadmap on HELCOM activities on ecosystem approach
(document 3‐15‐Rev.1).
3.46
The Meeting considered and took note of the information on the progress of work of the
HELCOM subsidiary bodies, as well as expert and correspondence groups during 2018 (document 3‐17).
3.47

The Meeting took note of the status of HELCOM projects (document 3‐18).

3.48
The Meeting considered BFFE’s proposal for phosphorus (P) equivalent for eutrophication
potential (document 3‐11) as well as the comments by the EU on the proposal (document 3‐20).
3.49
The Meeting took note of the information that current HELCOM PLC reporting already includes
phosphate as mandatory reporting parameter. The Meeting pointed out that, according to the opinion of
national experts from several countries, the bioavailability of phosphorus results from a complex of natural
processes and can hardly be reflected by a single indicator and that total P remains the main indicator of
phosphorus load.
3.50
The Meeting also took note of the information by Finland on the currently ongoing projects
which could contribute to the development of a concept of the P equivalent for eutrophication potential.
3.51
The Meeting thanked BFFE for the proposal and requested the Pressure Working Group to
consider the possibility to advance the assessment of nutrient loads.
3.52
The Meeting took note of the information on the FEAP initiative on further division of the
HELCOM sub‐basins (document 3‐16).
3.53
The Meeting reflected on the FEAP’s proposal pointing out that the suggested updates require
significant changes of the existing model of nutrient fluxes in the Baltic Sea and, consequently, potential
revision of regionally agreed environmental targets. The Meeting also recalled that according the latest
HELCOM assessment all sub‐basins of the Baltic Sea still demonstrate eutrophication status.
3.54
The Meeting took note of the intention by FEAP to bring this topic to the relevant Working
Groups and provided guidance that careful consideration is needed of the technical possibility to update the
currently used models and also their potential effect on the currently agreed environmental targets.
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Agenda Item 4

Activities of the Commission during 2018 and contributions to the work of the Helsinki
Commission

Documents: 4‐1, 4‐2, 4‐3, 4‐4
4.1
The Meeting took note of the statement by Ms. Monika Stankiewicz, Executive Secretary of
HELCOM, on the work of the Secretariat, including her comments and evaluation of the work of the
Commission and its subsidiary bodies during 2018, as set out in Annex 11.
4.2
The Meeting took note of the draft HELCOM Activities report 2018 (document 4‐1) and agreed
that a list of the current Heads of Delegation for each Contracting Party should be included in the report, in
order to increase transparency.
4.3
The Meeting requested the Contracting Parties to provide any possible comments to the
Activities report by 22 March 2019. The Meeting reconfirmed that the progress with regard to the
strengthened cooperation and information sharing between HELCOM and BALTFISH should also be reflected
in the report (c.f. paragraph 3.21 above).
4.4
The Meeting decided that upon finalization by the Secretariat, the HELCOM Activities report
2018 should be published in the Meeting Portal and will be utilized to prepare a publication targeted to the
general public in the Baltic Sea Environment Proceedings.
4.5
The Meeting took note of the WWF statement on the evaluation of the work to meet the BSAP
(document 4‐2).
4.6
The Meeting took note of the statement by CCB on the concerns of civil society organizations
with regard to the state of the Baltic Sea (document 4‐3).
4.7
The Meeting took note of a statement by FEAP on the number and division of HELCOM sub‐
basins and the BAT/BEP for aquaculture (document 4‐4).
4.8

The Meeting thanked the Observer organizations for their statements.

4.9
The Meeting noted the importance of input provided by observer organizations to the work of
HELCOM. The Meeting also recognized that significant progress has been made over the years, especially
considering the challenges in improving the state of the environment of the Baltic Sea.
4.10
The Meeting noted a comment by Poland, that the information provided in documents 4‐3 and
6‐3 by CCB regarding the Vistula Spit is incorrect.

Agenda Item 5

Accounts 2017–2018, budget 2019–2020 and other institutional and organisational
matters of the Commission

Documents: 5‐1, 5‐2, 5‐3, 5‐4
5.1
Following an open and competitive recruitment process, the Meeting agreed on the
recommendation of the Recruitment Panel for the post of HELCOM Executive Secretary and decided to
appoint Mr. Rüdiger Strempel as the next HELCOM Executive Secretary. The appointment is for an initial
period of three years starting from 1 August 2019, with a possibility of a prolongation.
5.2
The Meeting took note of the Audit Report and the Financial Statement of the Helsinki
Commission for the financial period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, as well as of this explanatory memorandum
(Annex 12) and officially discharged the accountables from responsibility.
5.3
The Meeting considered and adopted the draft budget for the financial period 1 July 2019 to 30
June 2020 as contained in Annex 13.
5.4
The Meeting took note of the introduction of the Executive Secretary regarding the budget
situation (document 5‐4).
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5.5
The Meeting recognized that HELCOM budget has been in freeze since the financial year 2012‐
2013, including the HQ contribution, while at the same time inflation has resulted in increased costs of the
operations of HELCOM Secretariat and services provided to HELCOM. The Meeting acknowledged the need
to address this issue in a step‐wise manner in the HELCOM budget and that there should be a longer‐term
budget framework developed. In this regard, the Meeting also noted the two major ongoing and upcoming
HELCOM activities: update of the Baltic Sea Action Plan and HOLAS III.
5.6
The Meeting considered and discussed the background document and a proposal for a way
forward for HELCOM budget including budget estimate for 2020‐2021 (document 5‐4). The Meeting thanked
the Secretariat for preparing the useful background information.
5.7
Following the exchange of views and suggestions among the Heads of Delegation on HELCOM
budget prior to the HELCOM Meeting, the Meeting noted that some Contracting Parties were of the view
that it could be difficult to increase their annual contribution while other Contracting Parties stated that they
are ready to consider the increase. The Meeting noted the following issues that should be taken into account
for further deliberations:


It will be important to showcase of the efficiency that has already been achieved in the HELCOM work,
e.g. as a result of HELCOM modernization in 2014, and further investigate possibilities for efficiency
improvements in HELCOM such as a planned HELCOM science agenda.



EU makes considerable contribution to the implementation of the Convention through co‐financing of
the projects that also directly benefit the national work in the Baltic Sea countries.



Both the budget chapters covered by the Headquarter contribution and other costs are affected by
inflation. However, they should be addressed separately.



It could be useful to investigate how the inflation has been considered in the budgets of other
international organizations.



The external projects are separate from the regular HELCOM budget, but they should be visibly
presented.

5.8
The Meeting took note of the information by Finland that Finland initiated discussion with the
Secretariat regarding the headquarter contribution in order to come up with a solution prior to HOD 56‐2019.
5.9
The Meeting requested the Secretariat to make a proposal for the year 2020‐2021 and a budget
estimate for the following years, based on the background document (document 5‐4) and taking into account
the comments from the Contracting Parties for HOD 56‐2019. The Meeting agreed that the proposal should
have four components:


A plan for paying equal contributions in monetary terms for the HELCOM budget according to the
Convention.



A proposal to update the HELCOM budget for the level to cover the current needs, resulting from the
HELCOM budget being in freeze since 2012 starting from budget year 2021‐2022.



A plan for how the future inflation can be taken into account, recognizing that countries may
nevertheless need to decide on each draft budget annually. This plan should include an indication of
to which cost categories the inflation compensation would be allocated to.



Indication of the Headquarter contribution based on the bilateral discussions between the
Secretariat and Finland.

5.10
The Meeting mandated the Heads of Delegation to further discuss and decide on the budget
proposal for the financial year 2020‐2021 and a long‐term budget framework.
5.11
The Meeting considered the application for observer status to HELCOM by the Nordic
Environment Finance Corporation ‐ NEFCO (document 5‐1) and granted observer status to NEFCO. Further,
the Meeting invited an active participation of NEFCO for the update of the Baltic Sea Action Plan.
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Agenda Item 6

Any other business

Documents: 6‐1, 6‐1‐Corr.1, 6‐2, 6‐3
6.1
The Meeting took note of the information provided by Russia on the Jubilee XX International
Environmental Forum «Baltic Sea Day», to be held in St. Petersburg, Russia, 21‐22 March 2019 (document 6‐
2). The Meeting further noted that more than 600 participants have already registered to the event, including
several Heads of Delegation and that Russia invited all interested stakeholders to take part in the Forum.
6.2
The Meeting considered the “HELCOM Green workplace guidelines” (documents 6‐1 and 6‐1‐
Corr.1) and adopted them as contained in Annex 14.
6.3
The Meeting decided to give the guidelines the status of an official HELCOM document, to be
published in HELCOM website.
6.4
The Meeting took note of the information by CCB on Concerns with regards to construction of a
canal across Vistula Spit (document 6‐3).
6.5
The Meeting took note of a comment by Russia, expressing concern with regard to the issue
described in document 6‐3, and requesting Poland to provide actual and current information on their
activities and plans to HOD 56‐2019, taking also into account the results of the EIA, compliance with the
requirements of the Espoo Convention and HELCOM agreements.
6.6
The Meeting took note of the information by Poland regarding document 6‐3, that the
investment is carried out with respect for the highest standards of environmental protection and all
international regulations. The environmental impact assessment report has been delivered after 10 years of
environmental monitoring and it shows no possibility of significant negative impact on the environment and
its integrity. The construction of new waterway aims to improve public safety in the region by providing
sovereign access to the Vistula Lagoon ports to units of all flags, including Polish Navy vessels, border guards
and SAR services.
6.7
The Meeting took note of the information by the EU that the European Commission is having
technical discussions with Polish authorities concerning the conformity of the project with EU legislation.
6.8
The Meeting took note of the information by Germany on the completion of finalizing the draft
of the first nitrogen resolution submitted by India for the fourth session of the UN Environment Assembly
(UNEA‐4) to be held in Nairobi, Kenya next week, and the invitation by Germany for interested parties to
support the resolution. The Meeting also took note that a draft resolution on single use plastics has been
submitted to UNEA‐4 by India.
6.9
The Meeting expressed their appreciation to Mr. Matjaž Malgaj (EU) for his efforts and
commitment to the work of HELCOM over the years, noting that he will be stepping down as EU Head of
Delegation to HELCOM and therefore no longer attend meetings on a regular basis. The Chair and participants
recognized the important contribution of the EU, as one of the ten Contracting Parties to HELCOM.
6.10
The Meeting took note of the statement by the European Union on financing and legislation as
included in Annex 15.

Agenda Item 7

Next meeting(s) of the Commission

Documents:
7.1
The Meeting decided to arrange the next meeting of the Commission on 4‐5 March 2020 at the
Marina Congress Centre in Helsinki, and HELCOM Stakeholder Conference prior to HELCOM 41‐2020 on 3
March.
7.2
The Meeting agreed to discuss the topic of the HELCOM stakeholder conference and the high‐
level segment of HELCOM 41‐2020 in HOD 56‐2019.
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Agenda Item 8

Outcome of the Meeting

Documents: 8‐1
8.1
The Meeting adopted the draft Outcome of the Meeting as contained in document 8‐1. The final
Outcome, incorporating the comments by the Meeting, will be prepared by the Secretariat in consultation
with the Chair and made available in the HELCOM Meeting Portal.
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Annex 2

HELCOM Manual on Co‐operation in Response to Marine
Pollution within the framework of the Convention on the
Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area,
(Helsinki Convention), Volume 1 (as revised 7 March 2019)

The revised HELCOM Response Manual Volume 1 was adopted by HELCOM 40‐2019 as contained in
document 3‐5 and is available on the HELCOM website.
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Annex 3

Revised HELCOM Recommendation 33/1

Adopted 6 March 2012 and amended 7 March 2019
having regard to Article 20, Paragraph 1 b)
of the Helsinki Convention

UNIFIED INTERPRETATION IN RELATION TO ACCESS TO AND USE OF HELCOM AIS DATA

THE COMMISSION,
RECALLING the HELCOM Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting in Copenhagen on 10 September 2001
which decided to establish a Working Group with the purpose of facilitating mutual exchange and
deliveries of AIS data, including the construction of the monitoring system for the maritime traffic in
the Baltic Sea Area,
RECALLING FURTHER Regulation 9 of Annex IV to the Helsinki Convention on the use of Automatic
Identification System (AIS),
ACKNOWLEDGING the successful establishment of the HELCOM Automatic Identification System as
regulated by the HELCOM Agreement on Access to AIS Information, and its contribution to the
improved safety of navigation and protection of the marine environment in the Baltic Sea area,
APPRECIATING the cooperation among the Baltic Sea countries as well as Norway in maintaining and
further developing the HELCOM AIS, taking place within the HELCOM Expert Working Group for Mutual
Exchange and Deliveries of AIS data,
HAVING IN MIND the HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan, adopted by the HELCOM Ministerial Meeting on
15 November 2007, and the agreement included therein to amend the HELCOM Agreement on Access
to AIS Information by 2008 taking into account the proposal elaborated by the 16th Meeting of the
HELCOM Expert Working Group for Mutual Exchange and Deliveries of AIS data (HELCOM AIS EWG
16/2007),
OBSERVING the growing interest to use HELCOM AIS data, both within the Baltic Sea countries and
Norway as well as in other geographical regions,
RECALLING the successfully completed migration of the HELCOM AIS server from Denmark (Danish
Maritime Authority) to Norway (Norwegian Coastal Administration) in January 2017,
RECOGNIZING the need for common interpretation regarding the use of and access to HELCOM AIS
data, in light of new services that have been made available to the AIS users, including web based
historical data extract, web based real‐time AIS display and real‐time AIS data exchange,
RECOMMENDS the Governments of the Contracting States as well as Norway to apply the attached
Guidelines on unified interpretation in relation to access to and use of HELCOM AIS,
REQUESTS the AIS Expert Working Group to regularly evaluate the implementation of this
Recommendation and amend the attached Guidelines as need be.
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Attachment
Guidelines on unified interpretation in relation to access to and use of HELCOM AIS data
Definitions
The definitions used by IALA and IMO are used in this document.
Objective
This Recommendation provides for exchange of HELCOM Automatic Identification System (AIS) data
free of charge between the countries in accordance with the HELCOM Copenhagen Declaration
adopted on 10 September 2001 in Copenhagen. It also provides for the distribution and use of the
HELCOM AIS data received from the Participating Parties (HELCOM Contracting States and Norway)
with a general aim of enhancing the maritime safety and protection of the Baltic Sea environment as
provided for in the Helsinki Convention. Additionally, the Recommendation includes a procedure to
deal with all other interests in use of these HELCOM AIS data.
Access to information
Each Participating Party shall make HELCOM AIS data available for access, as decided by the AIS Expert
Working Group (AIS EWG) via Internet and as outlined in Appendix 2.
HELCOM AIS data from all ships carrying AIS as mandatory equipment shall be made available, taking
into account also the provisions of Appendix 1.
Distribution and use of real‐time, historical and statistical HELCOM AIS data
Each Participating party must restrict the distribution of received HELCOM AIS data to the users and
uses as expressed in Appendix 1.
Each Participating Party is responsible for the use of distributed HELCOM AIS data and must take
appropriate actions to ensure that the recipients do not redistribute HELCOM AIS data and that
HELCOM AIS data are only used for purposes listed in Appendix 1.
Any Participating Party may, however, distribute data to a third person in the event that the
participating nation is obliged by law to disclose information according to principles of public access to
official records.
In order to deal with interests in distribution and use of HELCOM AIS data beyond the uses and/or
users stipulated in Appendix 1, the following procedure shall be applied:
1. The HELCOM Secretariat will act as a contact point for receiving applications for granting access to
and use of HELCOM AIS data.
2. The Secretariat will verify the information contained in an application for access to HELCOM AIS
data.
3. The Secretariat will dispatch via e‐mail the verified application to all Participating Parties
represented by the Heads of Delegation to HELCOM and contact persons for HELCOM Agreement on
Access to AIS Information and the Norwegian Coastal Administration.
4. The decision by the Heads of Delegation to HELCOM and the Norwegian Coastal Administration on
granting access to HELCOM AIS data or refraining from doing so will be communicated to the HELCOM
Secretariat in writing.
5. Access to HELCOM AIS data will be granted only if such access is approved by all the Participating
Parties.
6. The Participating Parties should consider the application and communicate the decision made to
the HELCOM Secretariat within 30 days after the dispatch of the request to the Participating Parties.
The HELCOM Secretariat should inform the applicant about the decision made within a fortnight.
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7. A standard agreement on the use of HELCOM AIS data, providing for possible restrictions in access
to HELCOM AIS data, will be signed between the applicant and HELCOM. The standard agreement is
provided in Appendix 3.
8. Baltic Sea shipping density maps are generated using HELCOM AIS data. The methodology for
generating such maps is available as Appendix 4 of this recommendation. The maps are available per
year as well as filtered per ship type (table 3 in Appendix 4).
Information concerning private persons
When HELCOM AIS data contain information concerning private persons the Participating Parties
undertake to ensure protection of the privacy of these persons in accordance with Regulation (EU)
2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR)) (for EU countries) and also to other international, European Community
and national law and regulations as applicable.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulates the processing by an individual, a company
or an organisation of personal data relating to individuals in the EU. In the HELCOM AIS dataset, the
data received from national servers should be shared when a request to access HELCOM AIS data is
approved (cf. Appendix 3). The Secretariat may on a case by case basis reserve its right not to share
AIS Class B data, if it concludes that it would violate the GDPR.
The HELCOM AIS data is stored by the HELCOM Secretariat on a dedicated network drive protected by
firewall. The HELCOM AIS data contains information about the position of the ships at a given time as
well as information related to the voyage (speed and course over ground). It is possible to identify each
ships using the Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI).
No warranties
The transmitting or sending party makes no express or implied warranty as to any matter whatsoever,
including the availability, accuracy, or reliability of any information or data, whether tangible or
intangible, made, developed or supplied under this Recommendation, or the ownership,
merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of the information, of the data made, developed or
supplied.
Force Majeure
Neither Participating party shall be liable for any unforeseeable event beyond its reasonable control
not caused by the fault or negligence of such party, which causes such party to be unable to perform
its obligations under the Agreement on Access to AIS Information, including, but not limited to, flood,
drought, earthquake, storm fire, pestilence, lightning and other natural catastrophes, epidemic, war,
riot, civic disturbance or disobedience, strikes, labour dispute, or failure, threat or failure, or sabotage,
or any order or injunction made by a court or public agency. In the event of the occurrence of such a
Force Majeure event, the party unable to perform shall promptly notify the other party. It shall further
use its best efforts to resume performance as quickly as possible and shall suspend performance only
for such period of time as is necessary as a result of the Force Majeure event.
Contact persons
A list of names and contact details for contact persons will be kept and updated by the HELCOM
Secretariat, with the consent of these contact persons.
Termination of access to AIS‐data
Any failure to comply with this Recommendation gives the sending or transmitting party right to
terminate access to AIS‐data for as long as the receiving party is not complying with the
Recommendation.
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Appendix 1
APPLICATIONS FOR RETRIEVED HELCOM AIS DATA FROM THE COMMON BALTIC SEA AIS
Real‐time HELCOM AIS data in this agreement is defined to be:
-

delivered end‐to‐end non‐stop, one vessel report after the other as soon as they are
transmitted
delivered promptly when they are received at the base station
delivered without any delay (additional latency)
not sent in blocks
irrespective of the reporting interval (not all messages received by the national centre are
relayed/forwarded to the regional centre. The reporting interval is less frequent)

Type of access:
For each specific case some restrictions – at the discretion of a Participating Party ‐ can be applied,
where applicable and justified, such as: time limitation, geographical limitation and/or update rate.
Whenever access is implemented directly from the HELCOM AIS Information Centre, it is given for all
Participating Parties’ data* and at the update rate in‐force.
If an access to a full update rate is needed this should be solved on a bilateral basis.
Type of HELCOM AIS data:
-

Real time (R),
Statistic data (S),
Historical data (H)
Web based visualization of AIS real‐time data (V)

User

Uses

HELCOM Secretariat

Aiming at implementation of the Helsinki Convention

S, H, V

National administration,
including accident
investigation authorities
and any research
institutes or
organizations or their
contractors in the Baltic
Sea states and Norway
acting according to the
uses set herein

-

R, S, H, V

EU institutions
Institutions in Russia

Type of
HELCOM AIS
data

Pollution preventing and combating
VTS (Vessel Traffic Services)
Port State Control (PSC)
Contingency planning
International Ship and Port Security (ISPS)
Search and Rescue (SAR)
Accident investigation
Traffic planning, efficiency and management, incl. icebreaking
services
- Mandatory reporting system for HAZMAT reporting requirements
- Pilotage
- Customs surveillance
- Science and research supporting the implementation of the Helsinki
Convention and for preparing IMO ships routeing measures
Aiming at implementation of the Helsinki Convention, including:
-

R, S, H, V

Mandatory reporting system for HAZMAT reporting requirements
Traffic planning
Pollution prevention
Maritime safety and security

_________________________________
* Except for real‐time streamed data that can be filtered on the basis of the countries’ HELCOM AIS data
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Appendix 2
Description of connection interface
Purpose
This document describes the interface relevant to the Participating Parties wanting to exchange
HELCOM AIS data with the HELCOM server.
Interface Description
This section describes the interface used when supplying data to and receiving data from the
HELCOM server.
Data format
The data must adhere to the latest edition of the IEC 61162‐1 standard (Maritime Navigation and Radio
communication Equipment and Systems Part 1: Single talker and single listeners") as implemented for
SafeSeaNet, i.e. AIS messages are wrapped in the VDM or VDO sentences, resembling the output on
the Presentation Interface of a Base Station.
When supplying data to the HELCOM server the Participating Parties will supply a TCP/IP socket
connection (i.e. like a telnet connection, defined by a fixed IP address and port number) where data
from their AIS system is available.
Similarly, a TCP/IP socket connection will be available for retrieving data from the HELCOM Server.
Reporting of failures
The Regional server of HELCOM will notify automatically when the national has system stopped
transmitting AIS data.
Participating Parties should contact the Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA) to give an estimation
of the expected down time. When the problem is solved, Participating Parties should provide NCA with
information regarding:
-

description of the problem; and
period of the down time.

Contact to NCA
Email to AIS support: ais@kystverket.no
Phone to AIS support (24/7): +47 95 05 60 52
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Appendix 3
FORM FOR A STANDARD AGREEMENT ON ACCESS TO AND USE OF HELCOM AIS DATA
Preamble
This agreement by and between HELCOM and the Recipient establishes the terms of access to specified
HELCOM AIS data.
§1

Parties

The Parties to this agreement are:
The Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission
Helsinki Commission
Katajanokanlaituri 6B
FI‐00160 Helsinki
hereinafter referred to as HELCOM
and
[Insert name and contact details of Applicant]
hereinafter referred to as the Recipient.
§2

Background

The HELCOM AIS system consists of a network of national AIS base stations situated in the Baltic Sea
Countries and Norway.
The HELCOM AIS network is technically enabled by a server hosted by the Norwegian Coastal
Administration.
The historic data resulting from the data exchange within this network is stored in databases of the
Helsinki Convention Contracting Parties, the Norwegian Coastal Administration as well as at the
HELCOM Secretariat.
§3

Warranties by the Recipient

The Recipient assures that its use of the HELCOM AIS data is restricted to [insert a purpose of use as
applied for] as stated in the application and cf. § 4.
The Recipient further assures that the granted HELCOM AIS data and any derivatives thereof will not
at any time be redistributed to or used by any third party except [insert end users of the results and/or
derivatives thereof].
The Recipient agrees to share the results of its use of HELCOM AIS data with the relevant HELCOM fora
upon request.
Moreover, the Recipient assures that it by all necessary means will protect the granted HELCOM AIS
data from any unauthorized use by the Recipient or a third party.
The Recipient agrees to delete the HELCOM AIS data which is the subject of this agreement by
termination of the agreement which will take place latest by the closure of the [insert a purpose of use
as applied for]

§4

Granted HELCOM AIS data
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As the intended use of the HELCOM AIS data, as specified by the Recipient, has been identified to fall
within the uses specified within Appendix 1 of HELCOM Recommendation 33‐1, the access to the
following HELCOM AIS data is granted:
1) Period covered: [insert date from and to]
2) Data: [mark as appropriate]
a) Historical data
b) Statistical data
c) On‐line access to real‐time data:
 Web access
 Streamed data access
- Geographical scope:
- Update rate:
3) Other restrictions to be applied: [describe as appropriate]
§5

Duties of HELCOM

HELCOM ensures that the appropriate HELCOM AIS data is available from the HELCOM AIS Information
Centre accessible via a secured connection on the Internet and provides information on the log‐on
procedure including username and password.
§6

Disclaimer on behalf of HELCOM or any other third party

HELCOM or any other third party that provided AIS data makes no explicit or implied warranty as to
any matter whatsoever, including the availability, accuracy, or reliability of any information or data,
whether tangible or intangible, made, developed or supplied under this agreement, or the ownership,
merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of the information, of the data made, developed or
supplied.
HELCOM does not accept any liability in the event of unavailability of HELCOM AIS data from the
system.
§7

Entry into force and right of termination of the agreement

This agreement enters into force at the final day of signing, cf. § 9.
The agreement is valid for an unlimited period of time, however, the access to HELCOM AIS data is
restricted according to the abovementioned limit in time, cf. § 4.
Both Parties are entitled the right of terminating this agreement upon a formal written notice on the
intention of terminating this agreement in total or in part. Such notification on termination must be
received by the other party in order to take effect.
The term of notice is six (6) months.
Any failure to fulfil any of the conditions in this agreement entitles HELCOM the right to terminate the
Recipient’s access to HELCOM AIS data without further notice.
The restrictions for the use and distribution of the HELCOM AIS data are valid after termination of the
agreement.
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§8

Applicable law and dispute settlement

Without prejudice to both the applicable European law, the Grant Agreement and the Russian
Federation law, this Agreement shall be governed by Finnish law, being the law of the country of the
coordinator.
The coordinator and the partner sign this Agreement with the intention to cooperate amicably. Should
a dispute arise between the coordinator and the partner or between the partners, the parties
concerned are obliged to work towards a mutually acceptable settlement.
If efforts to achieve an amicable settlement should fail, the parties concerned are obliged to seek an
arbitration procedure. Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement,
or the breach, termination or validity thereof shall be submitted to the District Court of Helsinki, at the
seat of the coordinator
§9

Signature

This agreement has been drawn up in two (2) identical originals; one for each party.

On behalf of HELCOM
[Insert place and date]
[Insert name and title]

On behalf of the Recipient
[Insert place and date]
[Insert name and title]
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Appendix 4
Methodology to create statistics and density maps from HELCOM AIS data
This methodology was developed by the HELCOM Secretariat to generate maps and statistics for the
HELCOM Maritime Assessment 2018 (BSEP No.152). The following text is the Annex 1 of this same
publication. The Methodology was welcomed by the AIS EWG meeting 27‐2016. All scripts are available
in GitHub (https://github.com/helcomsecretariat) and the detailed methodology is available in
Appendix 4. The shipping density maps are available on the HELCOM Map and Data service (for
example:
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=95c5098e‐3a38‐48ee‐ab16‐b80a99f50fef).
The maps are available per year as well as filtered per ship type.

A METHOD DIVIDED IN THREE STEPS
The method we used to produce statistics and density maps from AIS data is divided in three parts:
1. First, data should be processed from raw data to a human‐readable format and to be
harmonized: the chapter AIS Data Preparation.
2. Once the data is prepared in an appropriate format, we must process it to produce statistics
based on events: chapter Methods to produce statistics
3. The result dataset to produce statistics is the base to make the shipping density maps:
chapter Methods to produce density maps.

1. AIS DATA PREPARATION
All AIS signals received by each country in the Baltic Sea since 2005 has been stored in a centralized
HELCOM AIS database, until recently hosted by Denmark (DMA) but currently in the process of being
migrated to Norway (Norwegian Coastal Administration). Taken as a whole this regional AIS dataset
is so big (Figure 1) and complicated to handle that several preparatory steps are needed to make the
data usable for creating maps or statistics. The whole process to prepare the AIS data is summarized
figure 2.
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Figure 1: Size of HELCOM AIS data files according to year
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Figure 2: Overview flowchart of processing AIS data
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BEFORE STARTING: HARDWARE SET UP
Following interviews with AIS data users we decided to work with the data on a dedicated server
available by remote access with the following specifications: Intel Xeon E5‐2630 0 @ 2,30GHz 10
cores with 48 GB RAM. This server allows several persons working at the same time.
The process consists or four parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First, we convert the files that are in raw data into CSV files.
Second, we clean the data from erroneous signals and duplicates
Third, we sort the selected AIS data per month
Finally, we add or update the ship information

CONVERTING RAW DATA
The AIS data was delivered by the 2005‐2016 HELCOM AIS data host Danish Maritime Authority
(DMA) in both decoded and raw data (NMEA sentences). Decoded data is human readable tables but
raw data is not and should be converted before working with it.
Depending on the year the HELCOM Secretariat received from the data host both decoded and raw
contain AIS messages (position reports from ships, base stations reports, etc.) received from all the
national AIS base stations that are part of the HELCOM AIS network.
Table 1 Year and format of data received

Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Format of AIS data
received from DMA
Yearly file (.CSV), decoded
Daily AIS raw strings (.txt)

Yearly file (.CSV), decoded

Daily AIS raw strings (.txt)

The decoded AIS data in CSV files are human‐readable tables containing several parameters
(columns) such as the date and time when the signal was issued, the identification of the AIS
message, the identification number of the AIS transmitter, etc.
The data for 2007, 2008, 2015 and 2016 were received in raw data divided into daily files. This data
was in the globally standardized NMEA sentence format which is a set of data strings preceded by an
encapsulated tag. These tags, in our case beginning with the characters “$PGHP” (Gatehouse
proprietary format), contain the information related to the date and time when the signal was
issued. The NMEA sentences contain the rest of information: the identification of the message
issued, the identification of the AIS antenna, etc.
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In order to be harmonized with the rest of the data the material in NMEA sentences had to be
decoded to convert them to human‐readable CSV files (see Figure 3 below). These monthly files were
then decoded with a decoder called AIS2CSV, a free software available online developed in 2015 by
DMA. The application decodes each NMEA sentences with its encapsulated tag and generates CSV
files.
In order to make the process faster the daily raw data files were merged into monthly files. The
output was a monthly decoded files in CSV that were merged into a yearly file.

Figure 3: Raw data is merged in monthly files and decoded

DATA CLEANING
Once we had all years in yearly CSV file, the next step was to clean the data to produce monthly CSV
files which will be used to create maps and statistics. The data cleaning is necessary to remove
erroneous signals and duplicates (fig 4)

Figure 4: Time to clean the data

The inputs of the preprocessing steps are yearly CSV files of AIS data containing all messages. The
outputs are monthly CSV files that contain the positions of the ships in the Baltic Sea (position
reports).
The data cleaning was done using R language with the RStudio interface, the same script was applied
to the yearly files one by one.
The yearly file was divided in smaller files of 1 000 000 rows to avoid running out of memory. For
each division, a process is going through each AIS signals to select the relevant data and to remove
erroneous signals:
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Removal of the signals that are not from the selected year.
Removal of the duplicated signals.
Selection of AIS messages relevant for assessing shipping activities (1, 2, 3, 18 and 19).
Removal of wrong MMSI signals. A list that can be updated (i.e. less or more than 9 digits or
equal to 000000000, 111111111, 222222222, 333333333, 444444444, 555555555,
666666666, 777777777, 888888888, 999999999,123456789,0,12345, 1193046).
Correction of wrong IMO numbers: each signal with an erroneous IMO number (not seven
digits) is replaced with “NA”.
Add the Maritime Identification Digits (MID) and the flag of she ships for each signal. The
MID is the three initial digits of the MMSI. This action is also removing MMSI numbers that
do not have a MID (erroneous MMSI).
Removal of special characters in all the division.
Addition of two columns: one for the week number and one for the month.
Selection of the signals within the planning area. A polygon was drawn manually around the
planning area and only the signals within this polygon were kept.
Removal of the signals with erroneous SOG (Speed Over Ground): negative values or more
than 80 knots.
Removal of the signals with erroneous COG (Course Over Ground): negative values or more
than 360°.
Selection of parameters to generate data products.

All key parameters were kept for all of the signals. This introduced a lot of redundancy but, because
of the processing time to create the final files, we decided to avoid deleting information.
Table 2 Parameters in the preprocessed AIS data
Parameters
timestamp_pretty
timestamp
msgid
targetType
mmsi
lat
posacc
SOG
COG
shipType
dimBow
draught
dimPort
dimStarboard
dimStern
month
week
imo
country

Description
time in format dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Unix time stamp (seconds since 01/01/1970 00:00:00)
The AIS message the signal was issued
AIS type A or B
MMSI number of the ship
Latitude in decimal format
Longitude in decimal format
Position accuracy
Speed Over Ground in 0.1 knot
Course Over Ground in 0.1°
Ship type of the vessel
The dimension between the AIS transmitter and the
bow of the ship in meters
Draught of the ship in 0.1 meter
The dimension between the AIS transmitter and the
port side (left) of the boat in meters
The dimension between the AIS transmitter and the
starboard side (right) of the boat in meters
The dimension between the AIS transmitter and the
stern of the ship in meters
Month the signal was issued (between 1 and 12)
Week number the signal was issued
IMO number of the ship
Flag of the ship

Each division was saved as a CSV file. For each division, we created a file with the amount of signals
kept after removing the erroneous signals—duplicated signals, wrong MMSI, etc. We call this file a
report.
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SORTING THE SELECTED AIS DATA BY MONTH
This final step of data handling goes through each division and creates a new CSV file for all the
signals from a given month. The column “month” is used to sort the data into the final files. In total
file sizes for a complete year ranged from about 15 GB to almost 80 GB (Fig 5)
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Figure 5: The size of the files are huge

UPDATING THE SHIP INFORMATION
Finally, we need to update some information from each ship like dimensions or ship type. AIS signals
include this data in the AIS Message 5. However, it is not reliable because it is not obligatory.
We purchased a ship database from a data provider called Vessel Finder with up‐to‐date information
of each ship. We did it as follows:
-

First, we made a ship list for each year
We removed the duplicate ships from the resulting list
Finally, we created a categorization of ship types

A SHIP LIST FOR EACH YEAR
A ship list based on AIS data static information was generated for each year. The lists include all ships
(IMO and non‐IMO registered ships) and contain the following parameters:
‐

MMSI (Maritime Mobile Service Identity), a standardised series of nine digits which uniquely
identify ships or other transmitting stations

‐

IMO number

‐

Name of the ship

‐

Callsign
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‐

Country

‐

Target type

‐

Ship type

‐

DimBow

‐

Draught

‐

DimPort

‐

DimStarboard

‐

DimStern

REMOVING DUPLICATES FROM THE SHIP LIST
The yearly lists of ships were merged to have a unique list of all ships that operated in the Baltic Sea
during the studied period. The ship‐related information was purchased from Vessel Finder. The IMO
numbers were used to identify the ships and the following parameters were provided:
‐

IMO number

‐

Name

‐

Ship type

‐

Gross Tonnage

‐

Net Tonnage

‐

Length

‐

Width

‐

Draught

Each yearly ship lists were edited using the new information. When the information was available,
the ship information from the AIS data (i.e. ship type) was replaced by the new information from the
provider (only for IMO registered ships). When the information was not available from the provider,
the original data (from AIS) was kept. At the end of this step, a total of 120 ship types were available
in the ship list.

MAKING THE SHIP TYPES CATEGORIES
Finally, two levels of ship type categories were created to use with full potential the 120 available
ship types. The first level, the gross ship type, gives broad information about the ship. The second
level, the detailed ship type, gives more precise information, for example about the type of cargo or
tanker. The table below describes the gross and detailed:
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Table 3 Ship type categorisation used to update ship information

Gross ship type
categorisation

Detail ship type
categorisation
Bulk cargo

Cargo
General cargo
Other cargo
Chemical tanker
Tanker
Oil product tanker
Gas tanker
Crude oil tanker
Other tanker
Container

Container
Cruise

Passenger
Ferry
ROPAX
Dredger
Other
Other
Tug
Yacht
Fishing

Fishing

Service

Service

Vehicle carrier / RORO
Cargo

Vehicle carrier
RORO Cargo

These ship types were chosen following the current work about emissions from shipping in the Baltic
Sea done by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (cf. Information document 4‐4 Emissions from Baltic
Sea shipping in 2014 submitted by Finland for the HELCOM MARITIME 15‐2015 meeting).

2. METHODS TO PRODUCE STATISTICS
After the AIS data is cleaned and in CSV format, we want to prepare the files to create statistics and
density maps for IMO registered ships.
To do this, we need to identify events occurring in four different areas that we created:
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Event
Exit
Enter
Trip
Stop

Description
Ships exiting the Baltic Sea
Ships entering the Baltic Sea
Ships going from port to port
Ships stopping in a port

Area to identify the event
Exiting area
Entering area
between ports
in ports

Statistics can be made based on these events (number of visits per ports, distance sailed, ships
entering or entering the Baltic Sea, etc.). Density maps can be produced using the information about
the trips at sea: each trip will be assigned to a unique identification number that will be used to
generate density maps.
The method outputs two files:
 A CSV file describing the ships movements (events). This file is used to create statistics on
how many visits per port, how many ships entering or exiting the Baltic, etc. There is one CSV
file per year.
 A CSV file with a trip ID numbers. Each AIS signal is assigned a trip ID which identifies where
the ship is going from port to port, from outside the Baltic Sea, etc. This file is used to
produce density maps. There is one CSV file per month.

THE EXIT AND ENTER EVENTS
This first section will explain how to find ships exiting and entering the Baltic Sea. The output of this
analysis are the exit and enter events table. It is a list describing which ships are leaving or entering
the Baltic Sea, at what time and where.

DEFINITION OF INSIDE, OUTSIDE AND EXIT AREAS
The very first step is to find the AIS signals from ships that could be leaving or entering the Baltic Sea.
The signals are by definition the position reports from ships. The latitude and longitude are the two
parameters used for this spatial analysis.
To start the process we defined five “exit areas”, four “outside areas” and one “inside area”. Figure 6:
Location of outside and exit areas, example of the Kattegat Sea shows an example in the Kattegat area:
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Figure 6: Location of outside and exit areas, example of the Kattegat Sea

The 5 “exit areas” are the borders between outside and inside the Baltic Sea where the ships have to
go through to leave the Baltic Sea either towards the North Sea or to major lakes in the Baltic Sea
Region (Lakes Vänerm, Ladoga and Saimaa). These areas are between 2,4 and 16,6 km wide.

Name of the exit area
Skagen
Goteborg

Kiel Canal

Neva River

Lappenrenta

Location
Between the port of Skagen (Denmark) and the village
of Kärna located 15 km north of Gothenburg (Sweden).
On the Göta Canal next to the city of Kungälv (Sweden).
This location marks the entrance and exit to the
Vänerm lake in central Sweden.
On the Kiel Canal on the Western side of the port of Kiel
(Germany). This location marks a canal between the
Baltic Sea and the North Sea.
Along the Neva river, after the city of Saint‐Petersburg
(Russia). This location is used to assess the ships going
to or coming from the lake Ladoga in Russia.
On the Saimaa Canal, between the Gulf of Finland the
Saimaa lake.

We created a new column called “exit areas” in the table (position reports from ships). For each
signal that is in one of the 5 polygons, the name of the exit area was added to this new column.
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The “outside areas” are 4 polygons located next to each of the “exit areas”.

Name of the outside area
Skagen / Vänerm
Kiel
Saimaa
Neva River

Location
The area of the North Sea (outside the Kattegat Sea
towards the North Sea) and the Vänerm lake.
The Kiel Canal.
The Saimaa lake
The Neva River and the Ladoga lake

We added a new column to the table to identify the signals that are inside these “outside areas”. The
signals that are not in the “exit area” or in the “outside area” are assigned to be in the “inside area”.
They come from ships in ports or traveling in the Baltic Sea.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE SEQUENCES OF SIGNALS IN THE EXIT AREAS OF THE BALTIC SEA
After we have defined the areas, we must now find the location of each AIS signals: in an exit area,
outside or in the Baltic Sea. We need to create sequences of signals entering or exiting the Baltic,
then we need to find the direction of the ship.
A sequence is a group of signals from a ship describing a movement in the exit areas. It is identified
by sorting the data by IMO number and by time. Each one has a unique identification number: the
signals are gathered into groups of signals that match the same sequence.
In the Figure 7, the points X6, X7 and X8 get an identification number for the same sequence. The points
from X218 to X220 get another unique identification number for this other sequence. But the points
from X105 to X108 do not have a sequence identification number. The ship is not leaving the Baltic Sea
since there is no point in the outside area. This process is applied for all of the signals found in the
exit areas.
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Figure 7: generating the sequences in an exit area

Therefore, we give the sequence identification number to the ships following two kind of paths:

inside area ‐> exit area ‐> outside Baltic
or
outside Baltic ‐> exit area ‐> inside area

For the ships that are returning to the same area (outside or inside) than they came from, there is no
sequence identification number added to the signals.
Now that we have identified the ships that are in the exit area we need to know which ones are
actually exiting or entering. We do it thanks to the COG parameter.

DEFINITION OF THE SEQUENCES ENTERING OR EXITING THE BALTIC SEA
Each of the signals of AIS data have a parameter called “COG” (Course Over Ground) which
represents the direction of the vessel from 0° to 360°. Following the COG of the signals within the 5
“exit areas”, we could identify if the ships were entering or leaving the Baltic Sea.
For each signal in the exit area that has a sequence identification number, a new value with the
direction of the boat was assigned: 0 for traveling north, 90 for traveling east, 180 for traveling south
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and 270 for traveling west. For example, if the boat is traveling between 90° and 270° in an exit area,
the value 180 is added. This new column in the dataset is called COG2.
The next step was to identify all the sequences leaving or entering the Baltic Sea through the exit
areas. A function available with the software R (under the package dplyr) was used to summarize the
COG2 for each of the unique sequences and therefore the direction of the ships within the exiting
area. The average of the COG2 (x̅COG2) was computed for each of the unique sequences. We made
these calculations of COG2 and x̅COG2 to avoid some unexpected ship movements in the exit areas.
Finally, we selected the signals from ships going outside or inside the Baltic Sea for each exits area
following the name of the location of these unique sequences:

Exit area
Skagen
Goteborg
Kiel Canal
Neva River
Lappenrenta

Value of x̅COG2 for exiting
the Baltic Sea
x̅COG2 = 0 (north)
x̅COG2 = 180
x̅COG2 = 270 (west)
x̅COG2 = 90
x̅COG2 = 0

Value of x̅COG2 for entering
the Baltic Sea
x̅COG2 = 180 (south)
x̅COG2 = 0
x̅COG2 = 90 (east)
x̅COG2 = 180
x̅COG2 = 180

After this step, we could know if the ships were exiting or entering the Baltic Sea for each exit area
and for each sequence.

CREATION OF THE EXIT/ENTER TABLE
The next step was to create the exit and enter events table for each of the unique sequence
identification number. An event is the information about the exits and enters of the Baltic Sea:

Parameters created for the
exit and enter events
IMO number
MMSI number
MinTime
MaxTime
Event
Location
Sequence number

Definition
IMO number of the ship
MMSI number of the ship
Date and time of the first signal in the exit area
Date and time of the last signal in the exit area
Exit or Enter
the name of the exit area
The unique sequence of the exit or enter

After the events are identified, we could know the time of exiting or entering the Baltic Sea through
the 5 exit areas for each ship. This new data was stored in a temporary file and was used during the
last step of the analysis.

THE TRIP AND STOP EVENTS
After the previous step we know which ships are entering and exiting the Baltic. In the next step we
are going to explain how to find the stops and the trips inside the Baltic Sea.
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THE PORTS OF THE BALTIC SEA
Before starting we need to create the ports. We created 245 polygons around ports in the 9
countries of the Baltic Sea by following these steps:


We filtered some monthly AIS data keeping only the signals where the speed of the boat was
equal to 0.
 We used Open Street Map, Google Maps as background images.
 Shipping lines produced with AIS data helped to see ship movements
 The publication Baltic Ports List of 2012 helped to identify ports.
Once the ports polygons were ready we wanted to check if the ships where inside or outside those
areas. We plotted the AIS signals in R software and overlaid them on top of the ports polygons and
the exit areas.

PREPARATION OF THE SIGNALS DEFINING A STOP IN A PORT
To locate the ships that are stopped in a port we used the speed of the ship which is available as the
parameter SOG (Speed Over Ground) for each position reports.
In theory, just filtering those ships with SOG equals zero would be enough. However, because of the
accuracy of the AIS transmitter onboard the ships, it is possible that the SOG is not equal to 0 even
when the ship is at berth in a port. To avoid this issue, the SOG of a ship at port with less than 0.5
knot was replaced by 0 knot.
When the speed was equal or higher than 0.5 knot, we kept the original SOG—the boat could be
moving during the maneuver along the berth.

PRODUCING THE EVENTS STOPS IN A PORT
The next step was to generate the stop events: a group of signals with a unique sequence
identification number. Each signal that was qualified as a stop from the previous step would be
assigned this number.
To find the stops as sequences we sorted the data by IMO number and by time. The table would
show when a ship is at sea and coming into a port and is stopping (when the SOG value is equal to 0).
The sequence identification number is given to the ships following two kind of paths:

at sea ‐> at stop
or
stop ‐> at sea

Finally, we created the following parameters by summarizing the information by each unique
identification number:
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Parameters created for the
stops sequences
IMO number
MMSI number
MinTime
MaxTime
Event
Location
Sequence number

Definition
IMO number of the ship
MMSI number of the ship
Date and time of the first signal with SOG = 0
Date and time of the last signal with SOG = 0
Stop
the name of the port
The unique sequence of stop

Once we calculated the Mintime and Maxtime, it was possible to know the duration of the stops.
Thereafter, we made a subset of the stops longer than 10 minutes is done which was stored as a
temporary file to be used later.

PRODUCING THE EVENTS TRIPS AT SEA
After the stops at port were created we proceeded to calculate the trip of each trip at sea.
Naturally, all the signals outside the 245 port polygons and in the Baltic Sea were selected as trips.
To find the trips between two stops, between an enter and a stop and between a stop and an exit,
we sorted the data the data by ship (IMO number) and by time
The Figure 8 below shows three types of situation: the signals as trips between an exit area and a stop
(situation 1), between two ports (situations 2) or between a port and an exit area (situation 3).

Figure 8 The 3 types of situations for the trips sequences

We assigned a unique sequence number, called the trip Id, to each movements between the
locations.
Every signals of the same sequence will have assigned the same sequence number, called trip Id
(Figure 9). This is the input needed to produce lines and shipping density maps. The same process was
applied to all of the ships.
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Figure 9 Assigning the trip ID value to the sequences at sea

These are all the parameters that we calculated:
Information collected for
the trip sequences
IMO number
MMSI number
MinTime
MaxTime
Distance sailed
Event
Sequence number

Definition
IMO number of the ship
MMSI number of the ship
Date and time of the first signal of the trip
Date and time of the last signal of the trip
Distance sailed
Trip
The trip Id value

To calculate the duration of each trips we could use Mintime and Maxtime.
The distance sailed was calculated during the summarizing step—it is the cumulative distance
between each signals of the same trip Id value. This table is saved as temporary file and will be used
for the next step.

OUTPUTS OF THE WHOLE PROCESS
The output of the whole process are two CSV files.



The first one is used to produce statistics of the events: they have to be harmonized to be
relevant for further analysis.
The second one is the file with the position reports from ships with a trip Id assigned to each
AIS signals. These monthly files are used to produce shipping density maps.
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Output to produce statistics

Output to produce density maps

Three files per month:
‐
A table with the exit / enter sequences
information
‐
A table with the stop sequences information
‐
A table with the trip sequences information

Monthly files with a trip ID assigned to each AIS position
report with which we can produce density maps.

These three table are merged and sorted by ship (IMO
number) and time.
However, the files have to harmonize: for the same ship,
two stop sequences or visit sequences cannot be
consecutive. If some of them are consecutive, they are
merged together and the duration of the events and the
distance sailed at sea is corrected.
The monthly files are finally merged as yearly files to
generate statistics on a yearly basis.

3. METHODS TO PRODUCE DENSITY MAPS
WHAT IS A SHIPPING DENSITY MAP?
A shipping density map represents the intensity of shipping traffic in certain time period.
There is no standard definition or method to create shipping density maps. We have developed a
method that answers a basic question: Assuming we have a grid of cells and the trips of ships from
port to port, how many times do those trips cross each cell of the grid?
The process can be explained in four steps:

1 We need a grid with 1km*1km cells

2 We overlap the trips of each ship onto the
grid
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3 We count how many lines are crossing each 4 We apply the style—darker color means
cell

more density

Figure 10

WHAT WE NEED BEFORE CREATING THE DENSITY MAPS
Before we begin to produce shipping density maps we need:





A GIS software
Monthly CSV files with all the AIS signals
A grid to overlap the lines and create the maps
A ship list: a csv file containing all ships per year

WHAT SOFTWARE WE NEED TO CREATE SHIPPING DENSITY MAPS:
We used ArcGIS 10.4 for Desktop advanced license with Spatial Analyst for creating raster layers. All
scripts were written in python scripting language version 2.7 using ArcPy, a Python ArcGIS scripting
module.

MONTHLY CSV FILES
We have to be sure we create beforehand the following folders under each year. O1_trips is created
in a previous step (see

2. METHODS TO PRODUCE STATISTICS). It contains a

CSV file per month:
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Each monthly file contains the following columns:

Figure 11

WHAT GRID?
We need a grid, a shapefile with square cells, in order to put the lines on top. We then count how
many of them are crossing each cell.
The grid file was downloaded from the European Environment Agency (EEA) and it is based on
recommendations made at the 1st European Workshop on Reference Grids in 2003 and later from
INSPIRE geographical grid systems. This standard grid was recommended to facilitate the
management and analyses of spatial information for a variety of applications.
EEA offers a grid in shapefile format for each country in three scales: 1km, 10km and 100km. We
chose the 1km grid to produce high resolution maps.
After we downloaded each Baltic Sea country we joined them all in one file. The resulting merged
grid had more than four millions cells. We then delete the cells on land to save space and make the
file easier to manage. The result was a file with about 400,000 cells.

THREE STEPS FOR CREATING DENSITY MAPS
Once we have the monthly csv files with the AIS signals, the folders and the grid we can start the
process to create a density map.
We followed three steps to create density maps:
1. Create lines
2. Divide the lines in ship types (cargo, tanker, passenger…)
3. Make the density map overlapping lines onto the grid
There is a python script for each step. They all use python’s multiprocessing module. This module
allows us to submit multiple processes that can run independently from each other in order to make
best use of our CPU cores. We used a machine with 10 cores.
The final result of processing one year is a density map in raster format (TIFF) per month and per ship
type. That makes 96 maps. It takes about 40 hours to complete the process on average per year.

CREATE LINES
NAME OF THE SCRIPT : TrackBuilderFromCSV_multiprocessing.py
PURPOSE : Creates lines representing trips of ships from port to port.
DURATION : three hours per year with multiprocessing.
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PRECONDITIONS : Before creating lines we need:





A year folder under which there are csv files containing all trips per month
The file name of the monthly file must have the year and the month name in English
The monthly csv file must have the following columns:
o MMSI
o Trip_id: Number of trips per MMSI (per ship)
HOW THE SCRIPT WORKS: This script reads each monthly csv file and converts coordinates to lines
OUTPUT : the output of this process is a folder with lines shapefiles for each month

Figure 12

SPLIT LINES BY SHIP TYPE
NAME OF THE SCRIPT : SplitTracksByShipType_multiprocessing.py
PURPOSE : Once we have the lines shapefiles we proceed to divide each file into different ship types
DURATION : two hours per year with multiprocessing.
PRECONDITIONS : Before splitting lines by ship type we need:




A folder with monthly lines shapefiles
The file name of the monthly file must have the year and the month in English



A ship list: a csv file with unique number of ships per year created in a previous step (see A
SHIP LIST FOR EACH YEAR). This file must include at least the following fields:

IMO number
HELCOM_Gr: HELCOM Gross ship type—a wide classification of ship types
o HELCOM_De: HELCOM Detail ship type—a detail classification
HOW THE SCRIPT WORKS : This script divides the monthly line files into the HELCOM gross
classification ship types (see Table 3 Ship type categorisation used to update ship information)
o
o

OUTPUT : a folder per ship type under which there are the monthly lines shapefiles
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Figure 13

MAKE THE DENSITY MAP
NAME OF THE SCRIPT : CreateRastersYear_multiprocessing.py
PURPOSE : Create a density map by overlapping the lines onto a grid and counting the number of
lines crossing each cell
DURATION : It depends on the ship type. We estimate an average of 5h per ship type. For cargo, the
ship type with most signals, it takes about 10 hours. A ship type with less signals as service can take
about 2h
PRECONDITIONS : Before creating the density map we need:




A folder with monthly lines shapefiles divided in ship types
The file name of the file must have the year and the month in English



A grid shapefile (see WHAT GRID?)

HOW THE SCRIPT WORKS :

The process to create a map is divided into six steps, illustrated in the figure below. It uses python’s
multiprocessing module to run six months simultaneously:
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Figure 14

OUTPUT : a folder, 04_rasters, with subfolders for each ship type. Under each subfolder there is a
raster file in TIFF format for each month. There is also a yearly file (CARGO_2009_Year_Raster.tif)
with the sum of all monthly raster files
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Figure 15
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Annex 4

HELCOM Recommendation 40/1

Adopted 7 March 2019
having regard to Article 15 and 20 (1), Paragraph b)
of the 1992 Helsinki Convention
CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION OF MARINE AND COASTAL BIOTOPES, HABITATS AND BIOTOPE
COMPLEXES CATEGORIZED AS THREATENED ACCORDING TO THE HELCOM RED LISTS

THE COMMISSION,
HAVING REGARD to Article 15 of the 1992 Helsinki Convention and in particular the efforts of the Contracting
Parties to conserve and protect biodiversity of marine and coastal areas,
RECALLING the goal of the 2007 HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP) to achieve a favourable conservation
status of marine biodiversity, and the commitment of the 2013 HELCOM Copenhagen Ministerial Declaration
to take measures so that by 2020, regionally, the loss of all red listed marine habitats and biotopes in the
Baltic Sea will be halted and they have largely recovered, and that degradation and fragmentation have been
significantly reduced,
BEING AWARE of the alarming situation for marine biotopes, habitats and biotope complexes in the Baltic
Sea area, in particular those being defined as ’Critically Endangered’, ‘Endangered’ or ‘Vulnerable’ in the 2013
HELCOM Red List (BSEP No. 138), and to those coastal biotopes that were identified in the individual states
as ‘Heavily Endangered’ or ‘Immediately Threatened’ by ’loss of area’ in the 1998 HELCOM Red List (BSEP No.
75), termed threatened (coastal and/or marine) biotopes, habitats and biotopes complexes hereafter,
NOTING that the status of some marine biotopes, habitats and biotopes complexes has deteriorated over
the last 15‐20 years.
KNOWING that threatened coastal or marine biotopes, habitats and biotopes complexes are also very
important for rare or threatened species,
RECALLING HELCOM lists of threatened and/or declining species and biotopes/habitats in the Baltic Sea Area
(BSEP 113), which are in urgent need of protective measures,
RECALLING ALSO HELCOM Recommendations 35/1 ‘System of coastal and marine Baltic Sea protected areas
(HELCOM MPAs), and 37/2 ‘Conservation of Baltic Sea Species Categorized as Threatened According to the
2013 HELCOM Red List’,
FURTHER RECALLING the EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 as well as the Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) and the Strategic Action Plan for Biodiversity 2011‐2020 and its associated Aichi Biodiversity Targets,
in particular Aichi Target 5,
HIGHLIGHTING that HELCOM threatened biotopes, habitats and biotope complexes can be associated, inter
alia, with Descriptors 1 and 6 of Annex I of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) and associated
criteria in Decision (EU) 2017/848, thus their protection and conservation contributes to the MSFD objective
of achieving Good Environmental Status of EU marine waters by 2020, for those Contracting Parties who are
also EU Members States
RECOGNIZING that all marine biotope complexes of the 2013 HELCOM Red List, many of them threatened,
are also natural habitat types of community interest within Annex I of the EU Habitats Directive (HD) with
respective obligations applicable to Contracting Parties who are also EU Member States,
NOTING however that the threatened Baltic Sea underwater biotopes and habitats do not fall under the strict
protection regime of the HD, since they are not listed in Annex I HD, and therefore protection of threatened
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Baltic Sea habitats and biotopes may be required beyond the scope of HD in order to achieve the CBD COP
10 Aichi Targets, the 2007 HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP), the targets of the 2013 HELCOM
Copenhagen Ministerial Declaration and for EU Member States the aims of the MSFD and Water Framework
Directive (WFD),
BEING AWARE that this Recommendation can support national biotope, biotope complexes and habitat
conservation legislation that the Contracting Parties may have,
AIMING at effective protection of HELCOM threatened biotopes, habitats and biotope complexes.

RECOMMENDS to the Governments of the Contracting Parties to the Helsinki Convention:
1)
to protect and conserve threatened marine and coastal biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes,
hereafter termed threatened biotopes, habitats and biotopes complexes, in particular those being defined
as ’Critically Endangered’, ‘Endangered’ or ‘Vulnerable’ in the 2013 HELCOM Red List (BSEP No. 138), those
coastal biotopes that were identified in the individual states as ‘Heavily Endangered’ or ‘Immediately
Threatened’ by ’loss of area’ in the 1998 HELCOM Red List (BSEP No. 75) and those defined in subsequent
revisions of these Red Lists, and which are relevant to their waters.
2)
to include in or update their national legislation with provisions that provide protection for specific
threatened marine and coastal biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes1 or if considered more appropriate,
choose different kinds of existing legal and other instruments to provide similar protection such as incentives,
administrative actions or negotiated agreements,
3)
that those activities that may significantly affect, destroy or damage such threatened biotopes,
habitats or biotope complexes should be prohibited or limited. Therefore, in such cases when new plans and
projects may significantly affect the threatened biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes, they should be
evaluated in an EIA or similar procedure, in accordance with national legislation, and hereby be mapped by
the applicant if such maps do not already exist for the planning area,
4)
that derogations from such prohibitions shall only be granted for activities of significant public interest
or when the negative impacts can be remedied by appropriate mitigation or compensation measures for the
benefit of nature conservation,
5)
that threatened biotopes, habitats and biotope complexes, if feasible, be identified and mapped
preferably by using the HELCOM HUB classification system for underwater biotopes and appropriate
classification systems for coastal biotopes such as the HELCOM classification system in BSEP No. 75 in order
to support general management of human activities and maritime spatial planning based on the ecosystem
approach,
6)
to make an inventory of existing and planned national and regional conservation‐, recovery‐ and/or
action plans as well as other relevant programmes and measures for the protection of threatened
underwater biotopes, habitats and biotope complexes,
7)
to review by 2018 the effectiveness of conservation‐, recovery‐ or action plans or related activities with
main focus on the cause of changes and the effect of activities, and based on these:
7.1. determine what, if any, additional activities are needed to mitigate the identified pressures
and/or impacts and develop or amend conservation‐, recovery‐ and/or action plans for HELCOM
threatened biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes. Where appropriate, the development could be
carried out in cooperation with neighboring countries and/or relevant organizations,
7.2.

aim to implement such plans or activities as soon as possible, and by 2021 at the latest,

1

biotope complexes of the HELCOM Red List are similar to the Annex 1 natural habitat types of the Habitats Directive
[NB that this footnote is part of the Recommendation]
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8)
to consider whether any sites justify selection as new or expanded MPAs for the conservation of
HELCOM threatened marine biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes,
9)
to encourage other international organizations or bodies to promote and strive for taking all
appropriate measures in areas of their specific competence, such as in fisheries management or shipping, in
order to reduce pressures and impacts on HELCOM threatened marine biotopes, habitats or biotope
complexes,
10) to monitor, as far as possible, the range, spatial coverage as well as structure and function of HELCOM
threatened marine biotopes, habitats or biotope complexes and the pressures and/or impacts that cause
threats to them, and to improve the exchange of respective data with HELCOM and other international and
national bodies in order to create synergies,
11) to raise awareness about the HELCOM Red list of threatened marine biotopes, habitats and biotope
complexes amongst stakeholders and the general public, and consider to establish a permanent dialogue and
exchange of knowledge between HELCOM and relevant stakeholders, such as recreational and commercial
fishermen.
12) for those Contracting Parties being also EU Member States, to ensure that the implementation of this
Recommendation is consistent with the implementation of relevant EU regulations, in particular Habitats
Directive (HD, 92/43/EEC), Birds Directive (2009/147/EC), Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD,
2008/56/EC), Water Framework Directive (WFD, 2000/60/EC), EU Directive establishing a framework for
maritime spatial planning (2014/89/EU) and the Common Fisheries Policy.
RECOMMENDS ALSO that
13) the Contracting Parties will report on their first activities taken to implement this Recommendation in
2019, and thereafter according to the schedule to be agreed by the State and Conservation Working Group
with the aim to harmonize reporting intervals and content with EU and other reporting obligations supported
by this Recommendation, using an appropriate template to be developed,
14) based on the progress in implementing this Recommendation and following the next Red List
assessment of the Baltic Sea species and habitats/biotopes/biotope complexes, the Governments of the
Contracting Parties to the Helsinki Convention utilize new knowledge on threatened marine biotopes,
habitats and biotope complexes to maintain or further improve their status also beyond 2021.
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Annex 5

Statement by HELCOM Chair, Ms. Saara Bäck

HELCOM 40 adopts new Recommendation on threatened habitats and biotopes
Statement by HELCOM Chair, Ms. Saara Bäck
6 March 2019
Today, in the fortieth meeting of the Helsinki Commission we, the Baltic coastal countries and the EU, are
taking an important step towards safeguarding the Baltic Sea environment, as we adopt a new
recommendation on threatened habitats and biotopes in the Baltic Sea. In 2018 significant progress was
made to finalize the new HELCOM Recommendation on threatened habitats and biotopes, and without the
support and efforts made by you, the Contracting Parties, this could not have been achieved. I would
especially like to thank lead country Germany for their efforts.
The HELCOM Red List assessment (BSEP 138) identifies habitats and biotopes that are under threat of collapse
and highlights that currently there are 59 different biotopes under threat in the Baltic Sea. Most of these
biotopes are threatened directly due to eutrophication, or indirectly through oxygen depletion, and due to
disruptive fishing methods. However, identifying threat status is only the first step in the process, measure
then need to be put in place to protect the areas in question.
HELCOM 2013 and 2018 Ministerial Meetings agreed to take measures so that the loss of all red listed marine
habitats and biotopes in the Baltic Sea will be halted, to support their recovery, and to significantly reduced
degradation and fragmentation. To support this, the ministers agreed to develop a new HELCOM
Recommendation on for habitats and biotopes which are at risk of extinction.
The new Recommendation recognizes that the threatened Baltic Sea habitats and biotopes may not be
covered by existing regulations and can therefore require protection beyond the scope of existing measures
in order to achieve the Aichi Targets, the Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP), and, for EU Member States, the aims
of the MSFD and Water Framework Directive (WFD). It also provides guidance on concrete ways for the Baltic
Sea countries to use to ensure that threatened biotopes in their area can recover and thrive.
Thank you once again for your persistent work and continued commitment towards a healthy Baltic Sea.
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Annex 6

Revised HELCOM RECOMMENDATION 24/10

Adopted 25 June 2003 and amended 7 March 2019,
having regard to Article 20, Paragraph 1 b)
of the 1992 Helsinki Convention

IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATED COASTAL MANAGEMENT AND MARITIME SPATIAL PLANNING IN
THE BALTIC SEA AREA

THE COMMISSION
RECALLING Article 3 of the Helsinki Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic
Sea Area, 1992 (Helsinki Convention) according to which the Contracting Parties shall apply the
precautionary principle, and Article 15 of the Helsinki Convention, in which the Contracting Parties agree
to individually and jointly take all appropriate measures with respect to the Baltic Sea Area and its coastal
ecosystems influenced by the Baltic Sea to conserve natural habitats and biological diversity and to
protect ecological processes;
RECALLING FURTHER other HELCOM Recommendations and agreed documents of relevance to
integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning or related issues,
BEARING IN MIND that:
a)
the marine and coastal areas1 are of great environmental, economic, social, cultural and
recreational importance for the Baltic Sea area and its inhabitants;
b)
the Baltic Sea marine and coastal areas as defined in the Helsinki Convention Article 1 possess a
unique biodiversity and resources. The use and protection of these areas require special planning and
approaches of management2 of human activities;
c)
the improper use of the marine and coastal areas may result in irreversible changes or damages
from which the areas can only slowly recover, thus affecting the lives of future generations and their
relations to the Baltic Sea and its coastal areas,
BEING DEEPLY CONCERNED about the increasing pressure on the marine and coastal environment arising
from the growing number of human activities and the use of marine resources in the Baltic Sea region,
RECALLING that Contracting Parties to the Helsinki Convention have a common goal to draw up and apply
maritime spatial plans, which are coherent across borders and apply an ecosystem‐based approach,
including the aim to contribute to achieve good environmental status.
1

Coastal area(s) (same as coastal zone) is defined as a zone following the Baltic Sea coastline, extending 3 km landwards
(as this zone is described in HELCOM Recommendation 15/1) from the mainland coast to the adjacent marine offshore
areas. The offshore areas extend from the outer border of the coastal areas as far offshore as it in each case is relevant
for the sustainability of marine and coastal biodiversity and geodiversity (diversity of the geomorphology and geology),
in particular if these areas are used or intended to be used in a way that conflict or may conflict with the aims of Article
3 of the Helsinki Convention. These zones thus cover Baltic Sea waters, the underlying seabed and coastal terrestrial
areas including the biota as well as abiotic resources.
2
Management is defined as an acknowledged, thoughtful and planned way to manage human activities with regard to
the use of land, seabed, water and living resources considering the effects of these activities on adjacent and other
ecosystems.
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BEING AWARE that the integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning, as management
tools, can contribute to promoting the sustainable growth of maritime economies, the sustainable
development of marine areas and the sustainable use of marine resources.
RECOGNIZING that the lack of free access to spatial information on cover, use and biodiversity reduces
the possibilities of integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning to be fully applied in
the process of sustainable use of marine and coastal resources of the seabed, land and water areas,
NOTING that the nine riparian countries of the Baltic Sea have or are in the process of developing a
national legislation and policies regarding integrated coastal management and maritime spatial planning
which are different from each other.
BEING CONVINCED that the marine and coastal management must be carried out in a way that
safeguards the marine and terrestrial biodiversity of the marine and coastal areas, uses resources in an
environmentally sustainable way and considering social, economic and cultural aspects of the
inhabitants, users or visitors of the marine and coastal areas, in particular the traditional activities and
customs,
WELCOMING furthermore the activities carried out in the Baltic Sea region through cooperation between
HELCOM and VASAB3 which has resulted in joint visions, principles and guidelines for the Baltic Sea
Region,
CONSIDERING for those Contracting Parties, , who are also EU Members States the relevant EU‐
Directives and recommendations such as the EU Integrated Coastal Zone Management
recommendation, EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive (2008/56/EC) , EU Maritime Spatial
Planning Directive (2014/89/EU) and EU Floods Directive (2007/60/EC), EU‐Directive on assessment of
the effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment (2001/42/EC), EU Water Framework
Directive (2000/60/EC) and the amended EU Directive on Environmental Impact Assessment
(2014/52/EU), and for the Russian Federation the Water Code of the Russian Federation, the Federal
Act on the internal maritime waters, territorial sea and contiguous zone of the Russian Federation,
Water Strategy of the Russian Federation and other relevant legal acts.
RECOMMENDS to the Contracting Parties to the Helsinki Convention to develop maritime spatial plans
and integrated coastal management measures which ensures the implementation of the principles for
integrated management of human activities4, and are coordinated with regional marine management
strategies.
RECOMMENDS FURTHER to the Contracting Parties to develop maritime spatial plans in accordance with
the Baltic Sea Broad‐scale Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) Principles5 and utilizing the Guideline for the
Implementation of Ecosystem‐based Approach in Maritime Spatial Planning and Guidelines on
Transboundary Consultations, Public Participation and Co‐operation6;
RECOMMENDS ALSO:
a)
to identify laws and regulations of relevance for the use and protection of marine areas and, the
authorities responsible for their implementation (governmental, sub‐national or municipal sector
officials);
b)
to use existing knowledge of stakeholders with interests concerning the use and protection of
coastal and marine areas;

3

VASAB = Vision and Strategies around the Baltic Sea
Recommendation on Integrated Coastal Zone Management (2002/413/EC)
5
Adopted by HELCOM HOD 34‐2010 and the 54th Meeting of VASAB CSPD/BSR
6
Adopted by HELCOM HOD 50‐2016 and 72nd Meeting of VASAB CSPD/BSR
4

.
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c)
to use existing knowledge of interacting and/or conflicting interests, obligations and activities of
private and public stakeholders. Additional investigation can for example be carried out following the
DPSIR7 concept;
d) to develop criteria, standards and guidelines that are needed for integrated management of
human activities taking into account cross‐sectoral approach, as well as development of practical and
applicable ways to share responsibility for plan management, implementation and enforcement;
e) to use existing knowledge of the major planning and management issues for human activities in
marine and coastal areas, and strive to align them, taking into account experiences and requirements
from maritime spatial planning processes and the establishment of the HELCOM marine protected areas
(HELCOM MPAs) network and management of MPAs;
f)
to identify data gaps and gaps in knowledge that may impede planning and management of
human activities in coastal zones and marine areas, e.g. lack of spatial data on marine and coastal
biodiversity (distribution of habitats and species) and natural resources, as well as problems connected
with access to data (data availability and restrictions in use, e.g. copyright).
g)
to set up and carry out a scheme to fill in the identified data and knowledge gaps, e.g. by
inventories and mapping of biodiversity (e.g. habitats and species) and resources, analysis of existing
data or sharing experiences between authorities and stakeholders;
h)
to improve assessments of the status of biodiversity and of impacts of human activities on the
marine and coastal environment; in support of the evaluation of favourable conservation status under
the EU Habitats Directive and of good environmental status (GES) for marine waters as defined in the
EU Marine Strategy Framework directive;
i)
to manage human activities in coastal and marine areas in such a way that marine resources are
used sustainably and natural values of the environment are preserved by reducing user conflicts and
adverse impacts of human activities and by addressing the tasks in a to h, in particular in the course of
developing and implementing national maritime spatial plans and link to relevant programs of measures
for coastal, and marine waters.
The implementation of this Recommendation should be evaluated at regular intervals, at least every six
years.
Further considerations and suggested actions related to HELCOM activities are given in Attachment 1.

7

DPSIR = driving forces (changes in the environment, e.g. industry and agriculture), pressures on the environment
(e.g. emissions and discharges), state (the quality of the environment), impacts (e.g. biodiversity loss and impacts
on the economy) and responses (actions).
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HELCOM Recommendation 24/10
Attachment 1

Further considerations and suggested actions related to HELCOM activities
a)
The HELCOM marine protected areas (HELCOM MPAs) and other marine protected areas should
be of particular concern as well as areas where the local biodiversity is severely threatened or where
the use of resources or the number of inhabitants or visitors is particularly high.
b)
A national meta‐data base should preferably be formed in an early stage of implementation in
order to facilitate the use of spatial data required, e.g. data on biodiversity, geodiversity, demography,
infrastructure, and the development of land and water areas. The national database can be a part of
the existing information structure, e.g. it may consist of a set of links to sub‐national databases. The
possibility to link up the national integrated coastal zone management and marine area management
databases to an impending international HELCOM meta‐data base should be anticipated.
c)
Identification of the existing successful ways to carry out integrated coastal management and
maritime spatial planning in the Baltic Sea. In particular, bottom‐up initiatives, where local or sub‐
national policies, programmes, projects or other initiatives that address both the coastal, marine and
terrestrial areas and that have worked out successfully should be addressed. The experiences from
these “success stories” should be taken into consideration by HELCOM who, together with the
HELCOM Contracting Parties, should find ways to encourage such initiatives e.g. through funding of
projects. In a similar way should the knowledge about well working instruments (technical solutions,
methods) and potential new ways to apply the integrated coastal management and maritime spatial
planning be made available to the public through workshops arranged by HELCOM.
d)
Identification of threats towards the marine and coastal areas that are of particular interest in
the Baltic Sea region and that should be acknowledged simultaneously by several pertinent HELCOM
groups.

Link, where appropriate, the implementation of integrated coastal management and maritime spatial
planning with water resources management and land use planning in the catchment area of the Baltic
Sea.
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Annex 7

HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and recovery of Baltic
sturgeon

The HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and recovery of Baltic sturgeon was adopted by HELCOM 40‐
2019 as contained in document 3‐4‐Rev.1.
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Annex 8

HELCOM Guidelines for the annual and periodical
compilation and reporting of waterborne pollution inputs to
the Baltic Sea (PLC‐Water)

The updated HELCOM Guidelines for the annual and periodical compilation and reporting of waterborne
pollution inputs to the Baltic Sea (PLC‐Water) was adopted by HELCOM 40‐2019 as contained in document
3‐7.
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Annex 9

HELCOM Data and Information Strategy

The updated HELCOM Data and Information Strategy was adopted by HELCOM 40‐2019, to replace the
current HELCOM Data and Information Strategy (Attachment 2 of HELCOM Monitoring and Assessment
Strategy).

0. Scope of the Strategy
The HELCOM Data and Information Strategy applies to data stemming from HELCOM Monitoring
activities.
1. Principles
1.1 The HELCOM data and information activities should make possible reliable assessment as described in
the HELCOM Assessment system.
1.2 The HELCOM data and information activities should be based on open data and facilitate access of the
general public to environmental information by enshrining basic principles such as:
a) ‘collect data once and use them for many purposes’,
b) ‘data should be interoperable, accessible and free of restrictions on use’ and
c) ‘data should be quality assured by the provider, quality controlled and quality flagged’
1.3 In order to avoid duplication of reporting by the HELCOM Contracting Parties the HELCOM data activities
should be compatible with those of other international organizations such as ICES and data reporting
activities of the European Union, to the fullest extent possible.
1.4 Basic activities in the HELCOM data management system should include:
a) using commonly agreed formats and up‐to‐date tools for data exchange;
b) implementing relevant quality control and validation procedures;
c) making data and information available using harmonized standards and practices, following relevant
international standards and practices, e.g. the Aarhus Convention and recommendations and
guidelines and standards reflected in the INSPIRE directive,
d) presenting data and information in suitable ways for indicator reports as well as thematic and holistic
assessments to support policy formulation and decision‐making.

2. Collection of data
2.1 HELCOM data and information system rely on data derived from publicly funded monitoring programmes
carried out by Contracting Parties according to practices outlined in HELCOM Monitoring Manual. The
Contracting Parties may also make available data collected by volunteer or private bodies, e.g. compliance
monitoring related to environmental permitting.
2.2 HELCOM follows and influences relevant international marine‐related monitoring and assessment
programmes and data sharing and management initiatives at regional, European, and global levels and aims
to avoid any duplication of data reporting and collection.
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2.3 HELCOM contributes with its data and information system to availability and accessibility of high‐quality
spatial information relevant to Maritime Spatial Planning on status of the marine environment, pressures
and human activities.
2.4. In order to automate the process of data flows, data harvesting or data service based reporting of data
should be favored, when feasible.

3. Hosting of HELCOM databases
3.1 The HELCOM databases will be handled by the HELCOM Secretariat or by data centre(s), preferably
thematic data centres, working in cooperation with national data providers and on contractual agreement
with HELCOM. The data centres will be responsible for ensuring that
a) adequate data exchange formats, data handling and access procedures are prepared and updated,
as necessary,
b) relevant quality control and validation procedures are in place including quality flagging of data,
c) adequate inventories and compilations are prepared of the data sets, and
d) HELCOM data product requirements are met.
e) Resulting harmonized datasets and/or data products are made publicly accessible in agreed format
3.2 The role of national institutions as data providers, and capacity building at the national level should be
given a priority attention.

4. Access to data and data products
4.1 All HELCOM monitoring data should be openly accessible online via web services or downloading
functionality using common standards and ensuring that relevant quality control and validation procedures
have been implemented to published datasets.
4.2 Access to data and data products is done using following tools/services:
‐ Thematic databases (observations/measurements) made available by data host or HELCOM
Secretariat
‐ HELCOM Map and Data service for viewing spatial datasets and data products resulting from
HELCOM assessments
‐ HELCOM Metadata catalogue for searching and downloading spatial datasets and data
products resulting from HELCOM assessments
4.3 Thematic datasets will be made publicly available according to the format and data model as described
by relevant HELCOM Group
4.4 Pointwise observation data or data containing sensitive information may need to be aggregated (e.g. by
gridding to a standard grid) for publication.
4.5 Spatial datasets and data products made available in HELCOM Map and Data service and HELCOM
Metadata catalogue will be made available according to following standards:
‐ Metadata records: INSPIRE (ISO 19115) compliant metadata record for each dataset and data
service, enabling persistent URL reference to a metadata record
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‐ Accessibility of metadata: Metadata records are served via INSPIRE compliant platform
(CSW), which can be connected national, European or International metadata harvesting
systems.
‐ View service: INSPIRE (OGC WMS) compliant view service as well as ArcGIS REST interface
‐ Download service: Direct download for each dataset / data product as zipped file package in
respective metadata record enabling persistent URL reference to downloadable dataset

5. Data use policy
5.1 All monitoring data reported to a HELCOM database will be made publicly available as open data after
quality assurance have been performed.
5.2 All monitoring data reported to a HELCOM database should be referred to as a HELCOM dataset. The
metadata of each record should contain information on data originating institute/organization.
5.3 For each spatial dataset or data product originating from HELCOM monitoring and assessment activities,
the data use conditions should be according to CC‐BY license in order to allow copying, distributing, displaying
and performing work on the data, given that the original HELCOM dataset is referenced as source.
5.4 For each spatial dataset and data product, data use conditions/restrictions are spelled out in the
metadata record of the dataset.

6. Sharing of software developed for HELCOM data activities
6.1 HELCOM strive that for all software products (such as data processing scripts, data sharing tools)
developed by HELCOM Secretariat for HELCOM assessment data processing or solutions for making data
available, the used source code will be made available using HELCOM Secretariat GitHub account
6.2 All software products developed by HELCOM Secretariat will be licensed under GNU General Public
License in order to guarantee freedom to share and change all versions of the developed software products
to make sure it remains free software.
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Annex 10

HELCOM‐VASAB Guidelines on transboundary MSP output
data structure in the Baltic Sea

The HELCOM‐VASAB Guidelines on transboundary MSP output data structure in the Baltic Sea was adopted
by HELCOM 40‐2019 as contained in document 3‐6.
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Annex 11

Statement by Executive Secretary Ms Monika Stankiewicz at
HELCOM 40‐2019

For HELCOM, 2018 was the year of major assessments of the Baltic Sea environment, providing our
organization with strong scientific underpinnings that I believe will guide HELCOM work and regional policy
for some time to come. It was also the year of major decisions and good planning for future.
The Second Holistic Assessment of the Baltic Sea (HOLAS II), with its final results published mid‐2018 in the
State of the Baltic Sea report, gave us a clear picture of the ecological state of our sea and the pressures
affecting it.
For the first time in the Baltic Sea region, the assessment also included social and economic analyses that
quantified, in monetary terms, the benefits we could get out of a sea in a healthy state. We can now better
compare the contribution of the Baltic Sea, to our welfare, with any other economic activity.
HELCOM can also look back on the Sixth Pollution Load Compilation (PLC‐6), a comprehensive report on the
input of nutrients and selected hazardous substances into the Baltic Sea. New to PLC‐6, nutrient inputs
from the seven biggest rivers were also analysed, taking our engagement for a healthy sea deeper into the
catchment area – where many pressures currently stem from.
More key data and information also came from the FISH‐PRO II project – a Baltic‐wide assessment of
coastal fish communities in support of an ecosystem‐based management, with the results published in
the Third Assessment on Coastal Fish.
On maritime activities, our insight was strengthened through the Maritime Assessment 2018 that
comprehensively assessed the status, environmental risks and opportunities of maritime activities in the
Baltic Sea region.
Never did we have such a comprehensive overview of the Baltic Sea. This insight is not just for us: parts of
the assessments is also being fed into global processes such as the UN’s World Ocean Assessment.
Unfortunately, according to the recent findings, the Baltic Sea is not in its best state, and the ecological
objectives set out by the Baltic Sea Action Plan are unlikely to be attained by 2021.
For instance, eutrophication remains a major pressure on the sea, and only half of the assessed areas for
coastal fish are in a satisfactory state. Emerging pressures such as marine litter and plastic pollution,
pharmaceutical residues, underwater noise and disturbance to seabed also need to be addressed with a
certain urgency.
Nevertheless, the assessments also show improvements in overall trends, a sign that we are on the right
track and that concerted regional cooperation to address the ecological challenges of the Baltic Sea is
bearing fruits. This clearly confirms that HELCOM works.
The assessments also form a solid basis for developing future HELCOM actions. Decided during the
HELCOM Ministerial Meeting 2018 in Brussels, the update of the Baltic Sea Action Plan – HELCOM’s
strategic programme for a healthy sea – will greatly benefit from the current findings.
For its part, the strategic plan for the BSAP update is advancing steadily, with first steps towards its
implementation already taken through the establishment of initiatives for the analysis of sufficiency of
measures – the EU‐funded ACTION project and the HELCOM platform on sufficiency of measures (HELCOM
SOM Platform). Working closely together and drawing on interdisciplinary expertise from across the Baltic
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Sea region, both initiatives are analysing if the measures that are currently in place are sufficient to achieve
good environmental status for the Baltic Sea.
Closer to the short‐term, another milestone for addressing the emerging pressures affecting the Baltic Sea
was the approval of the new regional monitoring sub‐programme of continuous noise and the HELCOM
guidelines for monitoring beach litter.
In 2018, our work also led to the inclusion of nine ecologically unique marine areas in the Baltic Sea to the
global registry of Ecologically or Biologically Significant Marine Areas (EBSAs) maintained by UN
Biodiversity. Describing these EBSAs was a commitment made by HELCOM at the UN Ocean Conference in
New York in 2017, a pledge of the Baltic Sea region for advancing the ocean‐related Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG 14). I am proud that we concluded the entire process in less than two years.
HELCOM also established the HELCOM Ad hoc Group MINUTS that is tasked to develop regional principles
and a risk assessment framework for the management of internal nutrient reserves. This will be
instrumental in filling the current gaps on by developing a regional framework that will guide how to deal
with potential measures related to the internal nutrient loads that have accumulated in the Baltic Sea over
the past decades.
On the protection of biotopes, the freshly adopted HELCOM Recommendation on Conservation and
Protection of Marine and Coastal Biotopes will certainly provide further guidelines to protect marine
habitats in the Baltic Sea that are currently under threat but crucial for a well‐functioning ecosystem.
Responding to the growing concern of climate change, HELCOM established the Expert Network on Climate
Change (EN CLIME) that will harness the expertise of leading scientists on both direct and indirect effects of
climate change on the Baltic Sea environment from both Baltic Earth and HELCOM, and make this expertise
available to policy makers.
To further bridge the gap between policy and science, we also held the joint HELCOM‐BONUS stakeholder
conference that focussed on sustainable development and the benefits of healthy seas. The conference
was also a good opportunity to advance our plans on how to utilize the latest results of BONUS and other
research projects for the purpose of the update of the BSAP.
To conclude, 2018 provided us with a deep insight of where we currently stand in regard to the ecological
matters of the Baltic Sea. But it also showed us that we still need to strengthen our efforts to meet our
targets. And despite 2018 having been instrumental in mapping the road ahead, we must not forget to
implement the already agreed upon actions.
I would like to thank all Contracting Parties, as well as Observers for the very successful year in HELCOM
history. I would especially like to express my appreciation to the Contracting Parties and Heads of
Delegation for your firm support to keep a high ambition level in HELCOM work and steering the update of
the BSAP into the right directions. I would also like to sincerely thank my dear colleagues in the Secretariat
for their immense work during last year in preparing for the BSAP update and all other important matters.
You are not afraid of taking up new tasks and your dedication is very inspiring. Good luck HELCOM for your
future work!
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Annex 12

Audit Report by the National Audit Office of Finland and
Financial Statement, 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018
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Attachment 1
Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission ‐ Helsinki Commission (HELCOM)
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 1.7.2017 ‐ 30.6.2018
INCOME
Contributions by Contracting Parties
4101 DENMARK contribution
4102 ESTONIA contribution
4103 FINLAND contribution
4104 GERMANY contribution
4105 LATVIA contribution
4106 LITHUANIA contribution
4107 POLAND contribution
4108 RUSSIA contribution
4109 SWEDEN contribution
4110 EU contribution
4200 Special contributions
Contributions by Contracting Parties
Other contributions (grants etc.)
4201 Other contributions
INCOME
EXPENDITURES
1 Meeting expenditures
5100 Meeting Expenditures
5110 HELCOM Meetings
5111 HOD Meetings
5125 STATE&CONSERVATION Meetings
5135 PRESSURE Meetings
5140 MARITIME meetings
5145 HC‐VASAB MSP
5160 GEAR Meetings
5170 RESPONSE Meetings
5180 AGRI Meetings
5190 FISH Meetings
Meeting expenditures
2 Salaries and remunerations
5200 Salaries and Remunerations
5210 Full‐time salaries
5230 Remunerations
5231 Pensions
5232 Occupational health
Salaries and remunerations
3 Data and Consultant Services
5311 3.1/1 COMBINE data base
5315 3.1/5 PLC water
5322 3.2/2 EMEP centers (PLC AIR)
5330 3.3 ICES and other expertise
Data and Consultant Services
4 Travel expenses
5410 Travels

As on 30.6.2018

Budget 2017–18

Balance

184 577,00
184 577,00
476 577,00
184 577,00
179 377,00
179 377,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
49 815,00
8 500,00
2 001 108,00

184 577,00
184 577,00
476 577,00
184 577,00
179 377,00
179 377,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
49 815,00
0,00
1 992 608,00

‐8 500,00
‐8 500,00

580 254,81
2 581 362,81

0,00
1 992 608,00

‐580 254,81
‐588 754,81

‐28 160,46
‐21 823,20
‐3 254,75
‐13 810,53
‐10 097,36
‐7 475,94
‐3 191,28
‐7 302,53
‐4 151,85
‐524,85
‐9 841,93
‐109 634,68

110 000,00

365,32

‐12 056,46
‐774 911,67
‐55 697,17
‐140 208,11
‐13 473,17
‐996 346,58

997 000,00

653,42

‐65 000,00
‐67 000,00
‐53 000,00
‐5 000,00
‐190 000,00

65 000,00
67 000,00
53 000,00
5 000,00
190 000,00

‐38 538,92

40 000,00
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5 Communications
5500 Communications
5510 Phone/Fax/Skype/Internet
5511 Data
5520 Mailings/deliveries
Communications
6 Rent and Maintenance
5600 Rent and Maintenance
5610 Rent of office
5620 Cleaning/maintenance
Rent and Maintenance
7 BSEPs and other information
5700 BSEPs and other information
5710 Proceedings (BSEP)
5720 Other publications
5730 Other information activities
BSEPs and other information
8 Material and Equipment
5800 Material and equipment
5810 Copying
5820 Office utilities
5821 Newspapers, magazines etc.
5840 Equipment/maintenance
Material and Equipment
9 Miscellaneous
5900 Miscellaneous
5910 Bank charges
5920 Staff training&well‐being etc.
5930 Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
10 Meeting Support
6104 Support Russia
Meeting Support
11 Projects
7100 HELCOM Projects
7111 11.43 PLC‐6
7112 PLC‐7
7115 11.15 Information system
7117 11.17 Other HELCOM projects
7149 PEG QA
7150 11.50 FISH‐PRO 2
7157 HOLAS II
7161 Core Indicators
7162 11.55 ZEN‐ZIIM
7334 HASPS 2 (EU)
7335 Baltic BOOST (EU)
7336 TAPAS (EU)
7337 Baltic LINes (EU)
7339 SPICE (EU)
7340 EnviSuM (EU)
7341 BALDEX‐2018
7347 Pan Baltic Scope
Projects
Advances
8105 Littfass
EXPENDITURES
Surplus/Deficit

0,00
‐17 905,04
‐42 701,57
‐6 102,13
‐66 708,74

67 000,00

291,26

0,00
‐163 204,68
‐16 994,59
‐180 199,27

174 000,00

‐6 199,27

0,00
‐4 948,40
‐3 030,00
‐72 195,57
‐80 173,97

80 000,00

‐173,97

‐277,34
‐2 226,66
‐802,79
‐1 900,80
‐39 884,40
‐45 091,99

51 000,00

5 908,01

0,00
‐803,42
‐9 069,44
‐18 593,53
‐28 466,39

30 000,00

1 533,61

‐8 855,43
‐8 855,43

6 600,00

‐2 255,43

‐48 500,00
‐50 000,00
‐32 000,00
‐25 848,00
‐5 160,00
‐5 500,00
‐27 000,00
‐48 000,00
‐5 000,00
‐4 874,13
‐247 648,41
‐10 909,97
‐12 427,17
‐188 097,01
‐531,10
‐32 541,41
‐90 448,00
‐834 485,20

247 008,00

‐4 874,13
‐247 648,41
‐10 909,97
‐12 427,17
‐188 097,01
‐531,10
‐32 541,41
‐90 448,00
‐587 477,20

‐5 000,00
‐2 583 501,17
‐2 138,36

0,00
1 992 608,00
0,00

‐5 000,00
‐590 893,17
‐2 138,36
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BALANCE SHEET
30.6.2018

31.7.2017

6,05
6,05

107,70
107,70

430 093,38
430 093,38

525 072,07
525 072,07

64 058,01
296 816,58
360 874,59
790 974,02

71 695,34
275 450,81
347 146,15
872 325,92

0,00
0,00

150 942,82
150 942,82

1 729,57
4 103,95
5 833,52

1 475,36
3 551,97
5 027,33

0,00
500,00
5 000,00
90 200,00
60 389,04
156 089,04

653,24
0,00
16 255,84
74 900,00
53 389,04
145 198,12

57 056,15
584,89
10 955,17
62 388,00
15 161,76
45 293,57
14 787,36
0,00
104 693,39
13 478,53
66 959,49
45 173,27
436 531,58

17 855,13
584,89
5 955,17
0,00
0,00
99 936,79
14 027,36
47 815,97
5 284,18
99 050,76
81 537,09
16 600,00
388 647,34

359,95
6 870,59
20 000,00
27 230,54
619 851,16

82,61
0,00
20 000,00
20 082,61
553 928,07

LIABILITIES total

625 684,68

709 898,22

OWN FUNDS
Working Capital Fund
3010 Working Capital Fund
Surplus/deficit from period
Working Capital Fund

167 427,70
‐2 138,36
165 289,34

162 427,70
0,00
162 427,70

TOTAL

790 974,02

872 325,92

ASSETS
Petty Cash
1010 Petty Cash
Petty Cash
Bank Account
1020 Bank Account
Bank Account
Other Receivables
1200 VAT receivables
1201 Other receivables
Other Receivables
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Liabilities to Contracting Parties
2010 Liabilities to CPs
Liabilities to Contracting Parties
Accounts Payable
2021 Employee PJuEL
2022 Employer TJuEL
Accounts Payable
Transitory Items
Data/Cons.Svces transitories
2050 Data/Cons.svce transitories
2052 3.1/1 COMBINE data ICES transf
2053 3.2/1 ICES co‐op transfer
2055 3.2/2 EMEP transfers
2059 3.1/5 PLC Water transfer
Data/Cons.Svces transitories
Project transitories
2060 Project transitories
2066 FISH‐PRO II transfer
2067 ZEN‐ZIIM transfer
2068 Pan Baltic Scope (EU)
2069 BALDEX 2018 (EU)
2070 11.43 PLC‐6 transfer
2071 QA Phytopl. PEG transf.
2072 HOLAS II SE transfer
2073 SPICE transfer
2076 OPENRISK transfer
2077 HOLAS II transfer
2078 PLC‐7 transfer
Project transitories
Other transitories
2082 FIN HQ transitory
2083 11.15 ‐ IT updates transitory
2084 Awards
Other transitories
Transitory Items total
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Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission ‐ Helsinki Commission
Financial Statement 30 June 2018

Attachment 2

Three‐year budget development comparison

A. INCOME
1. HQ contribution by Finland
2. Contributions by CPs
2.1 Denmark
2.2 Estonia
2.3 European Union
2.4 Finland
2.5 Germany
2.6 Latvia
2.7 Lithuania
2.8 Poland
2.9 Russia
2.10 Sweden
2.11 Special contributions by CPs
3. Interest and other income
4. Transfer from Working Capital Fund
5. Other contributions
Total income

B. EXPENDITURE
1. Meeting Expenses
2. Salaries
3. Data handling/consultant services
4. Travels
5. Communications
6. Rent and maintenance
7. Publications&other info.material
8. Material and equipment
9. Miscellaneous
10. Meeting support
11. Projects
12. Advances
Total expenditure

2018 –2019
Budget
292 000,00

2017–2018
Actual
Budget
292 000,00
292 000,00

184 577,00
184 577,00
49 815,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
179 377,00
179 377,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
1 992 608,00

184 577,00
184 577,00
49 815,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
179 377,00
179 377,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
0,00

184 577,00
184 577,00
49 815,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
179 377,00
179 377,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
184 577,00
8 500,00

0,00
0,00
1 992 608,00

0,00
580 254,81
2 581 362,81

2018 –2019
Budget
113 000,00
997 000,00
193 000,00
42 000,00
67 000,00
174 000,00
80 000,00
51 000,00
30 000,00
6 600,00
239 008,00
1 992 608,00

2017–2018
Budget
Actual
110 000,00
109 634,68
997 000,00
996 346,58
190 000,00
190 000,00
40 000,00
38 538,92
67 000,00
66 708,74
174 000,00
180 199,27
80 000,00
80 173,97
51 000,00
45 091,99
30 000,00
28 466,39
6 600,00
8 855,43
247 008,00
834 485,20
5 000,00
1 992 608,00 2 583 501,17
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2016 –2017
Budget
Actual
292 000,00
292 000,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
49 608,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
178 916,00
178 916,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
0,00
3 808,00
0,00
0,00
1 980 720,00

182 496,00
182 496,00
49 608,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
178 916,00
178 916,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
182 496,00
10 000,00
20 000,00
0,00
542 104,62
2 549 016,62

2016 –2017
Budget
Actual
110 000,00
109 844,14
997 000,00
996 839,66
198 000,00
198 000,00
40 000,00
39 960,91
67 000,00
67 000,00
174 000,00
174 000,00
75 000,00
74 767,40
51 000,00
51 000,00
28 000,00
27 999,07
6 000,00
5 607,47
234 720,00
806 824,62
1 980 720,00

2 551 843,27
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Annex 13

Budget for the financial period 1 July 2019 ‐ 30 June 2020

INCOME (EUR)
1. HQ contribution by Finland
2. Contributions by CPs
2.1 Denmark
2.2 Estonia
2.3 European Union
2.4 Finland
2.5 Germany
2.6 Latvia
2.7 Lithuania
2.8 Poland
2.9 Russia
2.10 Sweden
3. Interest and other income
4. Transfer from Working Capital Fund
5. Other contributions
TOTAL INCOME

292 000
184 577
184 577
49 815
184 577
184 577
179 377
179 377
184 577
184 577
184 577
0
0
0
1 992 608
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Annex 14

HELCOM Green Workplace guidelines

This document aims at improving the eco‐efficiency of the HELCOM Secretariat as well as HELCOM meetings.
For that purpose, feasible measures for the HELCOM Secretariat are identified and listed below for its
immediate implementation. Measures aiming at making HELCOM meetings more sustainable are also
pointed out for HELCOM as an organisation

Green office ‐ Measures for HELCOM Secretariat staff
Saving energy
•
•
•

Activate energy‐saving settings on computers and other office devices;
Switch off lights and equipment after the working day (last person to leave the corridor checks that
lights are switched off also from all other offices and rooms);
Unplug phone and computer chargers when not in use.

Printing and copying
•
•
•
•

Use computers for data management (e.g. Meeting Portal and Document System), do not take
unnecessary printouts and print two‐sided and black and white whenever possible;
Apply the booklet printing option for longer documents and shrink size if practicable;
Reuse printing paper whenever possible (for drafts etc.);
Explore material options to avoid buying plastic folders.

Recycling




Sort paper (1. recyclable paper/newspaper/brochures and 2. recyclable office paper), biowaste,
cardboard (also in the kitchen), bottles, other glass, metal and hazardous waste;
Before buying anything for the office, ask if somebody already has the item or equipment you are
planning to purchase;
Use the same mug/glass all day;

Travelling




Whenever possible try to organise video or audio conference calls instead of meetings with travel
involved;
When you have to travel, take into consideration the eco‐friendliness of your way of travelling and, if
possible, take a direct flight to the venue since it saves fuel;
When you bring souvenir sweets to the office, avoid the ones that are individually wrapped in plastic.

Procurement and equipment









We aim as far as possible to procure the most eco‐friendly products and services available;
We favour renting and leasing contracts;
We use FSC certified or recycled paper whenever possible;
All our equipment is actively maintained to prolong its working life;
We favour electronic publications (especially BSEPs) and reduce printed volumes;
We favour digital solutions for all HELCOM promotion and communication actions instead of physical
objects such as printed brochures;
The Secretariat’s common office equipment settings are adjusted to energy and material saving mode.
We use recharging batteries for keyboards and mouse.
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Kitchen and catering
•
•
•
•
•

We do not use cardboard or other disposable tableware except on special circumstances (more than
15 meeting participants). We do not use plastic tableware;
Instead of bottled water we use tap water;
We aim to use fair trade coffee and tea, and organic milk;
We avoid offering food and drink with individual/multiple plastic wrapping (e.g. cookies, tea);
In catering we favour local and domestic raw materials, vegetables, organic products and fish caught
from sustainably managed stocks (e.g. species identified sustainably used in WWF guide or fish with
Marine Stewardship Council label) versus meat.

Cleaning up






We use phosphate free dishwashing liquid;
We ask the cleaning company to use ecolabelled products and chemicals;
We consider the possibility of using towels/cloths instead of napkins/paper;
We use local dish cloths for kitchen which can be washed in the dishwasher, instead of disposable dish
cloths;
We do not have trash cans in our personal rooms. Instead, we directly sort our waste and dispose it
appropriately in the different material containers available in the kitchen.

Gifts and greetings
•
•
•
•

We prefer (local) immaterial commodities, gift tokens and services instead of goods as a business gifts;
We prefer gifts that are hand‐made, or from recycled materials, supporting local craftsmen and
entrepreneurs;
We prefer gifts that do not contain plastic and hazardous substances, and that can be recycled;
We send electronic Christmas cards, invitations and letters whenever possible.

General



We use the “Secretariat Day” as an opportunity to improve our environmental responsibility;
We provide our staff the possibility to travel and work in an eco‐friendly manner
 By providing an office bike for local travel;
 By providing a Secretariat HSL travel card for local business‐related travel by tram, bus,
metro and train,
 By having a positive attitude to teleworking.

Combined and longer‐term targets





We follow and try to reduce our paper and electricity consumption and waste management costs (e.g.
HSY’s Petra waste system, which is a free service for comparing waste volumes generated by
businesses and organisations in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. The system helps in developing solid
waste management for buildings and reducing the amount of waste created);
We will explore the possibility of changing the light bulbs currently in use in the office to more
environmentally friendly bulbs;
In the long term we explore the possibility of having electronic financial administration and e.g. travel
order/expense claim management.
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HELCOM as an organisation is committed to green meetings
HELCOM meetings:






To avoid waste, there is no need to provide pens nor pads for all participants as most participants use
their own pens, papers and laptops;
If tags for the representatives attending are needed, they will be made of paper/cardboard;
Water and refreshments are provided in jugs/glasses, avoiding the use of single use products as much
as possible;
Shall be organized in the greenest way possible, avoiding single‐use products, products containing
plastic and hazardous substance;
Participants are to be informed what they can do to be eco‐efficient when coming to and attending
HELCOM meetings.
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Annex 15

Statements by the European Commission

Statements by the European Commission Regarding Financing and the Implementation of EU Legislation
The EU is an important financing body for potential projects being considered within the context of HELCOM.
In order to avoid any interference with the independent decision‐making procedures established under the
various financing instruments, the EU does, as a matter of principle, not take any position as regards any
project proposal intended for submission to EU financing bodies. This should not be interpreted in any way
as prejudging the position of the EU when taking financing decision.
The responsibility for implementing EU legislation is solely with the EU Member States. The role of the
European Commission is, inter alia, to assess compliance with EU legislation once a Member State has
submitted its report. Hence, any statement or position taken by the EU within the context of HELCOM should
not be construed to give any assessment of whether the work done by HELCOM is compliant with EU
legislation.

Statement regarding MSFD Implementation
The EU pointed out that any agreement that the EU delegation will give within the context of HELCOM in this
respect is without prejudice to the European Commission's role under the EU Treaty to assess the
implementation and compliance of EU Member States with EU law and the assessments that the European
Commission is required to carry out in accordance with Articles 12 and 16 MSFD after EU Member States
have officially reported to the European Commission.
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List of documents
Title
1‐1 Provisional Agenda.pdf

Category
DEC

1‐2 Annotations to the Provisional Agenda.pdf
1‐3 Addendum to Annotations to the Provisional Agenda for
HELCOM 40‐2019.pdf
2‐1 Baltic and North Sea Coordination and Support Action
BANOS.pdf
2‐2 Information on BONUS synthesis projects.pdf
2‐3 Draft report on the progress in HELCOM voluntary
commitments to the UN Ocean Conference 2017.pdf
2‐4 Progress in mapping HELCOM agreements according to
activity‐pressure linkages.pdf
2‐4 Attachment 1. Example of activity‐pressure matrix.xlsx
2‐5 Progress in reporting of HELCOM Recommendations.pdf
2‐6 Policy brief from the ResponSEAble project.pdf
2‐7 Status of work on the implementation of the analyses of
sufficiency of measures (SOM).pdf
2‐8 Comments by Denmark on document 2‐3.pdf
3‐1 Draft revised HELCOM Recommendation 28E‐13.pdf
3‐2 Draft revised HELCOM Recommendation 33‐1.pdf
3‐3 Draft HELCOM Recommendation on Conservation and
Protection of Marine and Coastal Biotopes.pdf
3‐3‐Rev1 Draft HELCOM Recommendation on Conservation and
Protection of Marine and Coastal Biotopes.pdf
3‐4 Draft HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and recovery
of Baltic sturgeon.pdf
3‐4‐Rev1 Draft HELCOM Action Plan for the protection and
recovery of Baltic sturgeon.pdf
3‐5 Amendments to HELCOM Response Manual Volume 1.pdf
3‐6 Draft HELCOM‐VASAB Guidelines on transboundary MSP
output data structure in the Baltic Sea.pdf
3‐7 Draft updated HELCOM PLC‐Water Guidelines.pdf
3‐8 Draft update of HELCOM Data and Information Strategy.pdf
3‐9 Coordinated reporting and hosting of HELCOM continuous
noise monitoring data.pdf
3‐10 Outcome of FISH 9‐2019.pdf
3‐11 BFFE Proposal for phosphorus (P) equivalent for
eutrophication potential.pdf
3‐12 Updated ToR for HELCOM Expert Network on dredging‐
depositing operations at sea (EN DREDS).pdf
3‐12‐Rev1 Updated ToR for HELCOM Expert Network on
dredging‐depositing operations at sea (EN DREDS).pdf
3‐13 Note from HELCOM‐BALTFISH meeting.pdf
3‐14 Proposal for revision of HELCOM Recommendation 24‐
10.pdf
3‐14‐Rev1 Proposal for revision of HELCOM Recommendation
24‐10.pdf
3‐14‐Rev2 Proposal for revision of HELCOM Recommendation
24‐10.pdf
3‐15 Updated Roadmap on HELCOM activities on ecosystem
approach.pdf

CMNT
CMNT
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INF

Submitted by
Chair and Executive
Secretary
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

Date
19.12.2018
19.12.2018
07.02.2019

INF
DEC

Executive Secretary
and BONUS
BONUS
Executive Secretary

05.02.2019
07.02.2019
12.02.2019

INF

Executive Secretary

13.02.2019

INF
INF
INF
INF

Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

13.02.2019
22.02.2019
04.03.2019
04.03.2019

CMNT
DEC
DEC
DEC

Denmark
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

05.03.2019
25.01.2019
25.01.2019
25.01.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

28.02.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

25.01.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

07.03.2019

DEC
DEC

Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

25.01.2019
05.02.2019

DEC
DEC
DEC

Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

05.02.2019
05.02.2019
05.02.2019

DEC
DEC

Executive Secretary
BFFE

05.02.2019
11.02.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

13.02.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

06.03.2019

INF
DEC

Executive Secretary
Executive Secretary

13.02.2019
14.02.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

06.03.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

07.03.2019

DEC

Executive Secretary

15.02.2019
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3‐15‐Rev1 Updated Roadmap on HELCOM activities on
ecosystem approach.pdf
3‐16 HELCOM sub‐basins.pdf
3‐17 Progress of work of the HELCOM subsidiary bodies as well
as expert and correspondence groups during 2018.pdf
3‐18 Status of HELCOM projects.pdf
3‐19 Use of the methodology to reallocate extra reduction of
nutrient input.pdf
3‐20 Comments by EC on documents 3‐4, 3‐11 and 3‐14.pdf
3‐20‐Add1 Responses and proposed amendments to document
3‐4 in regard to document 3‐20.pdf
3‐20‐Rev1 Comments by EC on documents 3‐4, 3‐11 and 3‐
14.pdf
3‐21 Comments by Estonia on document 3‐14.pdf
3‐22 Proposal by Russia regarding draft revised HELCOM
Recommendation 28E‐13.pdf
4‐1 Draft HELCOM Activities Report 2018.pdf
4‐2 WWF Statement on the evaluation of the work to meet the
BSAP.pdf
4‐3 Statement by CCB at the 40th Meeting of the Helsinki
Commission, 6‐7 March 2019.pdf
4‐4 Statement by FEAP at the 40th Meeting of the Helsinki
Commission, 6‐7 March 2019.pdf
5‐1 Observer application by NEFCO.pdf
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